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Holland City News.
wol. XV —NO.

HOLLAND,

21.

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
W. H. Rogers, Editor and Publisher.

\

LOCAL ITEMS.

aTe 1 e P

vl

ege of three

Bualntea Cards In City Directory, not over three
12 per annom.
Notices of Birth#,Martfages.and Deaths published without charge for subscribers.
tSF* All advertising bills collectableuuarterly

This has been the busiest week of the

V

MONEY

TO LOAN.

Id sums to suit on productive Real Estate.

L. S.

PROVIX,

Insurance, Real Estate and Loan Apent.
Office Lovett’s Block, opp. Sweet’s Uotel,

GRAND

RAPIDS, MICB.

gusfacss Directory.

left on the

EACH, W. H. CommissionMerchant, and
*-r dealer in Grain, Flour and Produce. Highest
market price paid for wheat. Office in Brick

B

next

Monday. Shall

we celebrate?

T^OLSBLRG.J.O. Dealer in

LJ

Drugs and Medi-

cines, Palnis and Oils, Brushes, &c. Physlclans prescriptionscarefnllyput up. Eighth bt

Don’t forget to buy
fle of Tillle

Van

a ticket for the raf-

The Sunday School

full

Druggist ami Pharmacist:a
slock of goods appertaining to the bus-

iness.

of the First Re-

morning;and vege-

John Thompson played
last

to

a fair bouse

Saturdayevening. His “Tour Around

-

-

Boone, and W. L. Kellogg returned

from Boston, Mass., last Saturday even-

'Thu Lips that toach Liquor thall never tonch
Mine"— Kato J. Den Herder.
Bartel of Moeea— Jtmea Oeiewatrde.
Nasbjr jolna the Commanlats."Cappltal la a
krime"—John M. Van Der Manien.
Mnsli— Where are the Frlenda of ChildhoodDay* f
The Pauper’s Deathbed-John De Beer.

8t.

Joseph,

of the Press Association. We arrived iu

called to order by President

entire Holland race throughoutthe land,

whose

io whose interest, and in answer to

prayers, it was originally founded and
still cherished and

sustained. It

dent that the exercises of

week

is

is evi-

commencement
num-

Fritz'sCourtehip—Harry Kremere.
Van Bibber'i Rock-KatcE. Herold.
Music— Clasa Song.

are being attended by larger

bers from year to year; the interest in
Cedar Springs ClipHope college is .deepening,and we are
promptly 4 o’clock. There were
encouraged to hope that our people are

per, at

The Power of Uabit-PhlllpSouleu.

Van Weatrlenen.
Essay and Valedlctory-“Stepby Step," Maggie
Van Patten.
Music— Faya and Elves

Pointer’s DjepepilcGoat-Aart

editors present representing

editor of the

Class of 1886: Kate J. Don Herder, James
Ossewaarde,Zoelsnd; Kate E. Herold, Ella M.
Hunt, Martha M. Nylaud.Mary E. Steffena,Maggie Van Putten, John G. Huizinga, Henry Kleyn,
Harry Kremers,Holland City, Mich ; Ida N.Nlea,
Albert J. Rooks, Holland, Mich.; William H.
Bruins, Braudon,WIs.; ClintonL. Dayton, Berwhich the members of the Mellphone so- lin, Mich.; Martin Fllpse, Cedar Grove, Wis.;
an adjournment to the public meeting of
Herman a. Julstcma, Aart Van Weitrlenen,
ciety and their friends regaled themselves
the evening. At 8 o’clock Martin’s Opera
Grand Haven, Mich.; Isaac Van Eampen, Grand
during the evening.
very profitable Rapids, Mich.
"V *
House was crowded with people who felt
and Interesting feature of this evening's
interested in the occasion, and an eloquent
INAUCA RATION OF PRESIDENT CKAS. SCOTT.
entertainmentwas a historicalsketch of
address of welcome was delivered by Hon.
Ou Monday evening a large audlonco \
the progress of this society since its orL. C. Fyfe, of St. Joseph, and was resassembled
in the Third Reformed Church 1
ponded to in a happy manner by Secre- ganization in 1857. by Mr. G. J. Dieto witness the inauguration of Rev. Chas. I
tary Hampton. After this papers of keina. On Sabbath evening the Baccalaureate sermon was preached by Rev. R. Scott, D. D., as President of Hope Co!interest to the fraternitywere read by the
H. Steele. D. D., a classmate of Presi- lege. For a period of eight yean the/
members. The exercises were interspersed
dent Scott, now pastor of a Presbyterian Doctor has beeu acting president qpBo
with appropriate music by a Glee Club.
iustliution.^nTTodT' Chorgd 6f ibe^affaira
At 8 o’clock, Wednesdaymorning, tbo church in Aun Arbor, to a large and
deeply interested audience. Dr. Steele of “Hope” when she was in the dirkest
members reinforced by members coming
discoursed upon the full stature of noble days of her financialtroubles, and through
in on early trains, and their ladies were
liis untiring effortaand devoted labon,
Christian
,
given a long drive through the country
she has been brought safely through aud
surrounding St. Joseph, and the large
"rhetorical exercA^^P""
.

J

A

\

J

manhood.

ing having disposed of all their horses.

The

rur:i:u:e.

m. train for

News

News and wife were

vJ

week attending the fields of grain just assuming a golden hue,
AfEYER, BROUWER Jc UO., Dealers in all
-.U kinds of Furniture, Curtains. Wail Paper, meeting of the Western Michigan Press the sightly frull farms, and the pleasant
Carpets, Coffins, Picture Frames, etc,; River St.
Association.
homes and spacious barns and granaries

the council has wisely entrusted her

at St. Joseph this

Sescn CsaBrt.

attested to the prosperity and thrift ot the

VTAN PUTTEN,
o
Dry Goode,

G. & SONS, GeneralDealers in
Groceries, Crockery,Bats and
Caps, Flour, Provieions,etc. River street.

List of

letters

remaining in the post-

office at Holland, Mich., June 24, 1890:

M. Augus

2,

Shannon Fredrick, Geo. L.
Wm. Verbrek, P. M.

Redding.

Estelt,

rVTnK.
\J The

•

-

----

Geo. N. Williams,Proprietor.
Hekry Brf.yman of Grafton, Wis., son
only first-class hotel in the city. Is located In the business center of the town and has
of
Ex-Aid. Breyman, is visiting the paterone of the largest and best sample rooms In the
state, Free bus In connection with the hotel.
nal roof this week. Henry looks well and
proprietor. is evidently prosperousin the “Badger
Locatednear the C. & W. M. R'y depot, hat Slate.”
good facilities for the traveling public, and Its
table Is unsurpassed. Free hack lor accommodation of guests.
The M. E. Sabbath School will hold a

TJHffiNIX HOTEL. Jas. Ryder,

A

on Wednesday, June 80th,
Macatawa Park. All of the school and

basket picnic

Livirj ni Sale Stalin.

at

NI“to,b?^t’B«4lJk5.“a6l“

suble;

friends are Invited. Boat leaves at 7.45

and 10.80 a. m.<
Muufketorln, Mills, Slops, Ite.

^7AN KAALTE, B., deaiear
V menu and machinery.

In Farm ImpleCor. River and

NO. T22.

Piano Duatt— '‘Radlanse.’'Grand Walta

beginning measurably to approximate to

A refreshing rain shower blessed this

-

f

city, of

the different localitiesof Western Michthe adequateappreciation of this instituAbout one hundred cars of bark has igan. New members were admitted and
tion as a mental and moral elevator. It
been shipped to this city the past three reports of SecretaryC. H. Hampton, of
may be said that as early as Friday,
the Harbor Springs Independent and,
weeks.
when examinations were scarcely finishTreasurerW. P. Nisbett, of the Big Rap-’
Miss Cora Headley, of Grand Rapids, ids Herald, were read and adopted. The ed, the campus began to wear a holiday
Mich., is visiting Miss Minnie Hunt, of President was instructed to appoint the aspect; our city caterers might be seen
carrying supplies and delicacies upon
this city.
usual committees which was followed by

H
f

the intellectual elevation of the

the entire surroundingcountry and of the

the place of holding the annual meeting

some twenty

Schelven’s crazy quilt.

the World” was very entertaining.

T17AL8M, I1EBER.

:80 p.

WHOLE

2«, 1886.

L. M. Sellers, of the

tation is again looking up.

Brass ssl k'eiitisei.

P.

time to attend the first businessmeetiug

locality last Thursday

store,corner Eighth and Fish streets.

1

Independence Day one week from which was

formed Church held their annual picnic
at the Park last Tuesday.

C:aBiij;:a Rsrshant.

W. M.

Last Tuesday the editor of the

lines,

.

of the

Association.

year for our people.
of InlMoription
$150 per year if paid in advance;$1.75 if
paid at three months, and $2.00 if
The ice cream and soda water business
paid at six months.
has been good this week.

changes.8 #fr*

SATURDAY, JUNE

The Annual Meeting

Ttrma

advertliln^mBdcknown on application.

MICH.,

Rev. J. Meulendyk, of Fremont Center,

afternoon occurred the | future to the bands of tHm who has been
closing rhetorical exercises of the gram- H(tried and not found wkntlng, to him

Ou Monday

mar school department. Long before the

I

whose hairs have turned silvpry grey, and

whose forehead has been deeply furrowed
people of that locality. Right hero we hour appointed the college chapel was!
iu
her service. We wish the learned genthronged, giving ample time, to those
desire to say a word regarding the busitleman abundant success in the future,
ness houses of St. Joseph. We visited fortunate to gain admittance, to study the
simple yet artistic and tastefuldecorations and hope that in his declining yeire he
several, among which were John Martin
of the room; a delicate backgroundof may see the institutionhe loves, grow to
H. Zeke ns and D. J. Wells, clothing and
grand proportions. Rev. P. Lipeltik,
drygoods; Forbes & Duncan, crockery, white silesia relieved by festoons of everpresident
of the council, presided over
glasswareand groceries;T. T. Ransom green and sprays of fern, fastened with
the
exercises
which were as follows:
and 8. Rice & Son, grocers, and were rosettes of waterlilles. A grand arch of
Antham—
0,
Come
Let Ue Bing.
evergreen,studded with a profusionof
agreeably surprised at the large stock of
evidentlyfirst-class goods carried. They flowers and bearing the class motto, “We
were all doing a good businessand were climb the ladder from round to round,”

The

farms and

far-

mers are the principalsupport of

the

in excellent spirits.

Singing—

Hymne of

the Church,No. 557.

Reading of Scrlpturee-Rev.D. Broek.
Prayer-Rev.Egbert Winter.
the salient Binging— Hymn No. 32.

and a fountain playing forward and
the right of the stage, were

Invocation—

to

N.J.

Sermon-Rev.Wm. J. R.
through the coun- features of the decoration, the whole giving
effect of a beautiful^ream in an entry, the principalthoroughfaresof the
Singing-HymnNo. 306.
chanter’s palace. Eleven young men and Inveatmentof office—
village, aod over the boulevard on the
place. After the

dme

Taylor, D.

seven “sweet girl graduates” comprise the

D„

Newark.
•

Charge-Rev. Peter Lepdtak
Boers, professor Prayer-Rev Richard H. Steele, D. D., Aon
morrow forenoon. In the evening the Michigan, the party were ready for dinArbor, Mlcb.
"ITAN DER YEN, J. M., Manufactures the beet
ner. In the, afternoon an excursion on of the English, language and literature, InauguralAddren—
5 cent cigar made. Havanne filled,Smoke pulpit will be supplied by Rev. M. Kolyn,
them. For sale by all
2-iy,
Lake Michigan took place and was ac- had charge of the preparationof the
.nthem—The Lord la My Shepherd,
of Marion, N. Y.
exercises for this occasion, and to him,

Ninth StreeU.

V

Mich., will preach in Hope Church

to-

high

bluff,

overlookingthe waters

of

Lake

“A"

class. Prof.

.

Henry

dealers.

ienedlctloncompanied by the 5t. Joseph Cornet
as
successor
of
Prof.
Wm.
A.
Shields,
The College and Public Schools have Band .In the evening the public exercises
ALUMNI EXERCISES.
TT^ REMERS, H.., Physicianand Surgeon. Resmuch
credit is due for his efficiencyin
closed
and
the
Press
Association
hare
were
very
Interesting
and
were
similar
Xk. Idence on Twelfth street, cor. of Market 8L
Duriog the pait three or four yean the
Office at the drag store of Kremen A Bangs., Of- been received and well treated and it now
this direction andlhe success oL-thc
in order to those of the previousevening
Public Alumni Exercises have been lookfice hours from 11 a. m. to 12 m.,and from 6 to 8 p.m
becomes our citizensto make preparations only with variationin the adjournment, entertainment.^The exerclseTwere
ed forward to with lucre asiog interestby
VTATES, 0. E.. Physician and Surgeon. Office
which was to the Lake View House for re- opened with prayer by the Rev. A. the people of the city. This year i large
A at residence,on the
corner oi
of xuver
River ana
and for celebrating the “GloriousFourth.”
wtr
ujo Luruer
Eleventhstreeu, formerly occupied by the late Dr.
freshmentsand an Informal reception was P. Peeke, of Centerville,Mich. The and appreciative audience completely
Ledeboer.
/The hair house at the tannery took fire
tendered by the citizens. Thursday morn- music for the occasion was -furnished
filled the college chapel at an early hour,
last Tueiday afternoon and for a time
exclusively by members of the grammar
MAW.AbPraTS“Uir,‘'
0“C‘ bade things quite lively. The fire de- ing the members witnessed an exhibition
and from all appearancesthese exercises
. .w - r ---- - ------ ----Ninth
ichool department, consisting of solos,
Street,three doors east of corner of Ninth and
drill by the crew of the Llf^Saving Sta^
will hereafter be one of the most attracFish streets.
partment was on band in good season
duets, quartettes and full choruses,
lion, and held a business meeting, and at
tive
entertainments held during commence
(and soon extinguishedthe flames. The
Watelsi and Jevilry.
noon took the train for New Richmond accompaniedby the piano, under ment week. Promptly at 8 o’clock the
Voss is estimated at $100.
1> REYMAN, OTTO, Watchmaker, Jeweler,and
where they embarked on the river steamer the able execution of Miss Sarah L. meetiug was called to order by the chair— —
XJ .dealer in. fancy good a. Corner of- Market
Jpnee of tbe “B” class. The rhetorical
and Eighth streeu.
Among the many people ^6 witnessed for Saugatuck. Here r they were enter*
mafi, G. J. Diekema, aud tho following
exercises consistedof declamations, recithe game of ball at the Fair Grounds last tamed by the hospitable citizens with
programme carried out:
Clocks,
tationsand a dialogue, all of which were
WTfeB.%Vd
a supper prepared at Riley Bros, hotel, and
Saturday
were
Edltora
Wade
and
WinQuartette— “Breeze of the Night,” Messrs.Peeke,
dar streeu.
well selected aud ably executed, and an
De Vries, Nykork and Lammers.
slow of Saugatuck and Douglas respec- then embarked ou the steamer A. B. Tayessay and valedictory of superior merit by Invocation-Rev.
M. Kolyn.
tively. They were of course nighly elated lor for Macatawa where they arrived at
Miss Maggie Van Putten, of this city. Plano Dnet-“Galop Grand de Concert” Missel
^otirttw.
8
o’clock
and
were
kindly
received
by
with the result of the game.
While spice does uot permit us to com- ^ Beca Boone and GertrudeAlcott.
the residents,and the citizens of Holland
F. Is L M.
ment upon the several exercises io par- Oration— “How shall the Value of an Education
S. Wiltsib, manager of Peck’s Bad City. An informal reception was tendered
be Estimated*’’ Prof. Jacob J. Van Zanten.
A Regular Communicationof Unity Lodoi,
ticular, yet we cannot but express, as we
No. 191. F. A A. M., will be held at Masonic Hall Boy, called on us this week. Their date them and those who wished attended a
Duet-“Landof the Swallows,”Mrs. G.J. DiekHolland, Mich., at 7 o'clock, on Wednesday
think, a general preference and greater
ema and Mr. J. B. Nykerk.
evenings, Jan. 20, Feb. 17, March 17, April 14, was cancelled here for last Wednesday ball,- at the new hotel “The Ottawa.”
May 12, June 16, July 14, Ang. 11, Sept. 8, Oct. 18, evening owing to the fact that it was the The music and the gay scenery of the appreciation of the vocal music furnished Chronicles— Rev. J. Meulendyk.
Nov. 10, Dec. 8. St. John.s days June 24, and
Bolo— “The Springtime, ’’ Mrs. O. J. Dlekems.
Dec. 27.
evening of the General Commencement place were enchantingand it is no wonder on this occasion by home talent, to the Touts and Responses
D. L. Boyd, W. M.
much
more
artistic,but less generally
Exercises of Hope College. They will that many were led to make expressions
Plano Duet— “Sonata In D. A. Dlabelll, Op. S3,”
0. Bbktman, Stc'v.
appreciated music, on somewhat similiar
Misses Gertrude Alcott and Reca Boone.
show here probably the latter part of n*xt indicativeof admiration and surprise^
occasion, by talent from abroad. Real- Benediction— Rev. J. Menlenflyk.
Knights of Labor.
week.
Friday the entire party were given a ride
Harmony Assembly,No. 8.719, of Holland City,
izing the excellenceof nearly every
In his oration Prof. Van Zanten pointed
on the Steamer Macatawa up the Bay to
meet in Odd Fellows Hall every week. All comThe music furnished for the commence- this city and after a hearty dinner were rhetorical exercise of that occasionwe out the true object of an education, what
mnnlcatlonsshould bo addressed to
Habmont Lock Box,
ment exercises was of the highest order. driven about the place, shown the beauti- must refrain from making mention by it consistsof, and what motives should
Holland, Mich,
We are to be congratulatedon the fact ful streets, and given a view of our manu- name of even such as displayed superior fill the student. He closed with an eloability and merit for fear that in this way quent plea to the sons of “Hope,” asking
that our people now require a higher order
facturing interests, and then after a hasty
ptrfcetiS.
of music than formerly and the advance
meeting for business adjourned sine die. we might cast a shadow, unintentionally them to give generous support to their
made In this respect is due largely to the Thus closed one of the most iotoresting, and undeservedly,on others whose merit Alma Hater. Rev. J. Meulendyk, of
.

Plyilelui.

--

—

USIMVi

-

t

K

•

.

27-y
@Uf

Produce, Eto.
teaching of music in our public schools in
. (WHOLBSAH.)
which everybody is interested.
(Corrected (ten/ Frldav by E. J. Earrinaton)
Apples, 30,35c; Beans. $1.00; Batter, 9 to 10 cu;
Eggs. 9c; Honey, 12c; Onions, BOc; Potatoes j Last Saturday the game of ball be-

,

20 to

25c.

tween the Holland and Douglas Clubs

RETAIL.
Apples. 40, 50c; Beans, $1.85; Butter, 11c; Eggs

10c; Honey, 14c; Onions, 60c; Potatoes, 80

to 40c.

Grain, Feed, Eto(WHOLESALE.)
(Comcltd ewv Friday by IF. U. Beach.)
.

Er

if

not the largestmeetiug ever held by the

association.

Commencement Week.

a victory for the latter by a score
Fraternalhandshakings and “how day
8. The g$me was very foolishly do's’’ was the order of the dsy in our city
called in the forenoon. If it had been during this commencement week. For
played in the afternoon it would have more than a week nearly every incoming
been witnessed by a larger number of train brought its quoto of those directly

of 18 to

Fremont, Mich.,

Below we give the programme In

ful

as carried out on that occasion and fol-

re-

sulted in

was likewise unquestionable.

many

a

ilnds of bis hearers the boys of

upon whom were conferred the

ng

certifi-

cates.

Maalc— The Banner of the Free.
Snbmlaalonto Lawfal Authority,

'

a

people. The main reason of the score be-

>

a happy and an

“Auld
Age”

of

full

of hope for

t o future, based upon the history of the

p

st

I

iv.

l
a d
b

W. J.

a

Taylor, D, D., of Newark,

Hope.” As an Alumnus

r of

h
g

and the experiences of the present.

J., responded to the toast, “Rutger's

and

mem-

the board of trustees of Rutgers,

brought the kindest greetings to Ratr’s sister,

pHdo to

“Hope” and

pointed with

the fact that one of Rntgere’

Honored sons, the pride and honor-bearer

had
been inaugurated president of the
- (Continued on pipe l)

dt his class, Rev. Chas. Scott, D. D.,

^

fa»t

-

'$&g3

is

enthusiastic man*

ir. His remarks were

d

PrimaryAttri-

Syne.” The toast, “Hope

responded to by Rev. W. H. Phraner

as

1

Prayer—

happy

days, and vividly brought back to the

lowing it the names of the class of 1886

bute of Good Cltlzenahlp-Cllntou
L. Dayton.
Gen. Scott and the Veteran— Hermans. Juiatema.
or indirectly interested in Hope College
The Bine and the Gray— Mary E. Steffens.
ing so unequal was that the home club and her welfare. Holland, by reason of
ConcerningChambermaids- William H . Brains. *
were discouragedand disgusted with some this institution and all the associations Music— Festival Song.
of the decisions of the umpire who, by tbit cluster about it, has come to be con- The Great Struggle-HenryKleyn.
the way, was Bro. Winslow of the Dow- sidered a veritible Mecca whither many A Stump Speech -John G. Huizinga. '<
Dee Saengers Finch— Martha X. Nyland.
las Record. As we understand it this is come daring every recurringcommence*
Music— The old Doorstep.
no valid reason for “kicking.’'If a elnb ment season to pay their respects, enjoy The Village Bell-MartinFlipee.
is dissatisfied with an umpire they have a the various exercises of the week, and reSermon by Brother Watklns-Henry Van Engelen.
perfect right lo ask and to get another, new their vows of consecrationto the Dross and Gold- [Dialogue] Isaac Van Kampen,
ton, $19.00: Feed, f 100 B>s., 95c; Hay, $1000,
Mamie Thompson, Ella M.. Hunt, Kate E.
|11.00; Middlings,
100*,.. 80; Oat., S&cl and our “boys’’ were just a littleoff in Interests of the institutionthat has done
Herold, Ida N. Nlee, Sarah Cappoo, Rosa M.
Pearl lUrley.f 10Q *i.. $6.00; Bye, 60c; Timothy
not asking for one.
seed, $2,50. Corn, ear 40c.
more than soy other instrumentality for
Doyle, Albert J. Rooks, Hsrmtn 8. Juiatema.

Buckwheat, 40c; Bran, 100 ffis., 70c; Barley
V cwt,$l. 10, Clover seed, V bu.$5.40; Com Meal
V cwt, 85c; Cora, shelled,new 35; Flour,
$4.20; Fine Coro Meal, £ 100 fis., $1.40; Feed, «
ton, $18.00;Feed, « 100 8>s., 90c: Hay. $8.00,
$ Middlings,9 100 Ibi., 70c; Oats, 26a28c;
Pearl Barley,^ 100 lbs., $6,00; Rye, 50c: Timothy Seed, J«. 10; Wheat, white, 75; Red Fob. 75;
Lancaster Red, 77. Com, ear, 32c.
RETAIL.

related

incident that occurred during his college

i

M

I

1

f oDitttd

I IW,

HOLLAND CITY. MICHIGAN.

entrance eastward to Fifteenthstreet and
Pennsylvania avenue. It probably numbered lb, 000 in all, not more than twothirds of whom had gained admission to
the grounds when the receptionended.
The bride wore her wedding dress, and shook
each caller by the hand. The encomiums
upon her grace and beauty were highly

mestic money markets, with few exceptions^
are unchanged,funds offeringbeing in excess of the demand. Special wheat-crop
reports continue favorable, the exceptions
being in Kansas and Michigan. The plant
has been delayed in Noithem Minnesota,
but the outlook is for a fair crop. The
wheat market continues dull and depressed.
*
The first signs of firmness in hog products
Mr. Jordan, the Treasurer of the United are observed. Abundant rains in the cotton
States, recentlymade the discovery that the regions cause trouble from grass in the Atlantic and Eastern Gulf States, and to a
Supervising Architect had dischargedthe
smaller extent in the Mississippi Valley.

flattering.”

ADDITIONAL NEWS.
Washington

CONGRESSIONAL

telegram: “About one

hundred of the DemocraticRepresentatives
who voted for the consideration of the
Morrison tariff bill held a caucus in the

House.

hall of the

The

Work

of the Senate and

Homo

of RepreientattTW.

Representative Bragg,

of Wisconsin,was chosen chairman, and
Representative Mcl^ae, of Arkansas,secretary of the conference.Speaker Carlisle
urged the members to stand firm in their

The bill forfeiting tho unearned lands of tho
NorthernPacific Railroad Company was phased
by tho Senate on the 15th. The bill declares forfeited bo much of the lands granted
purpose of tariff reform. Mr. Morrison to that company aa are co-termlnouswith that
only man in Washington who understood
then moved that the tariff-reformDemoPW*, of its main line which extends from
The
elections
in
Nova
Scotia
have
re
The Webster HistoricalSociety unveiled how to handle the locks of the Treasury
Wallula Junction to Portland and that part of
crats select one member from each State to
suited
as
was
anticipated.
The
fight
was
tho Cascade branch which shall not have been
a statue of the great orator at Concord, N. Department. His immediaterestorationto
constitute a committee which shall concompleted
at the date of the passage of this
the pay-roll was a necessity. . Archibald made squarely and fairly on the issue of sider the advisability of issuing, an address
H., Thursday. Senator Evarts, Gen. Butbill, and makes the right of way in the TerriForbes, the war correspondent of the Lon- withdrawing from the Canadian Dominion. to the country explainingthe position of
tories subject to taxation. Nothing in the act
ler, Robert C. Winthrop, Congressman
don Neira, was marrfcd in Washington to
» be construed to waive any right of the
Bingham, of Pennsylvania,and Richard Miss Louisa, daughter of General M. C. Parliament was dissolved for the purpose. that element and report to another confer- I?
The Premier of Nova Scotia appealed to ence to be held later in the present month. United States to forfeitany other lands granted
Olney, of Boston, made speeches.... A Meigs.
for ,4i,Qro. past or future, to comply
the electors on a policy favoring secession. This motion gave rise to considerable diswith tho conditions of the grant In the Houbo
banking-houseconducted by John A. Veach
The
result is that of the thirty-eightmemcussion; but was adopted.”
of RepresentativesMr. Hlscock stated that the
A Sons, at West Middlesex, Pa., has been
aggregate of the appropriation bills is $229,719,bers elected twenk-nine are “seceders,”and
closed by the Sheriff. Their liabilitiesare
London dispatch:“In consequence of 313, which will be swelled to $391,028,133. The
only nine are in favor of keeping up the
believed to be in excess of $100,000. The
are estimated at $377,000,000.
and the
The Republicans of Vermont have nom- Dominion connection. A majority of the the religious prejudices stirred up by Mr. receipts
next fiscal year, he said, is certain to show a
wrecked bank of Fletcher A Sharpe, of
Chamberlain and other enemies of home deficit of $11,000,000 on the most conservative
Indiananolis,will be enabled to pay a sec- inated Lieutenant Governor Ormsbeo for seceders favor annexation to the United
estimate. Mr. Randall explained that the inond dividend of ten per cent, by the sale the gubernatorial chair. The platform de- States, and boldly proclaim their views on rule Mr. Parnell has resolved upon a strik- crease this year for pensions is $15,750,000,and
ing Hue of action. He will make a tour
the river and harbor bill adds $15,250,000.
of its officesand the residences of the clares firm allegiance to the principlesof this point.
The executive of the Irish National through England and Scotland, aud will The Senate passed the military academy
~\
the Republican party; asserts that the
address meetings in eight of the principal
O. B. Matteson, of Utica, N. Y., once Democraticparty during its present control League of America has summoned a na- cities, his efforts being speciallydirected, appropriationbill on the 16th inst, and the appropriation committee has now no bills before
a conspicuous figure in the politics of that of the Government has shown itself incom- tional convention to assemble in Music
in hie capacity of leader of the Irish peopetent to grapple with the living issues of
it
for consideration.The Senate rejected the
ple,
aud
a
Protestant
himself,
toward
reHall, Chicago, Aug. 18 next, and has fixed
State, has suddenly regained his sight, after
President's nomination of John C. Sholes, of
the day, and has already demonstrated to
moving
the
sectarian
apprehensions
as
to
Michigan,for Chief Justice of the Supreme
four years ef blindness, and has left for a imprejudiced observers that the change of the quota of delegates.All true friends of
home rule that have been excited by its en- Court of Arizona, and of Abraham
fishing tour in the Adirondacks ____ Fire party control was a change for the Ireland are requested to make the event
emies.”
Rose
for Postmaster of Vinton, Iowa.
destroyed Sperry
Barnes’ packing- worse and not for the better; that worthy of the cause they represent .....
The House of Representativespassed the leghouse at New Haven, Conn. Loss, $300,000 the Morrison tariffbill, with the •riders at- Cardinal Taschereau, of Canada, has issued
An extradition treaty with Japan was ratified islativeappropriation bill and the Senate measto $400,000.
tached by the Democraticcommitteeto an a pastoral letter anuouncing that the by the Senate Juno 21, as also one for the re- ure giving the franking privilege to the widow
General Grant An adverse report has been
The New York Board of Trade and important appropriation bill, show that the Catholic Church cannot cousistentlytoler- survey of the boundary-linobetween the United of
made on RepresentativeGrosvenor’s resolution
Democratic
party is still opposed to the ate the organization of Knights of Labor
Transportation has declared in favor of the
States and Mexico. The Senate passed a bill providingfor the restoration of the tariff of
protectionof American industries, opposed or approve of the means resorted to by that granting Dearborn Park, in Chicago, to the 1807 on wool, and also upon tho Wilkins resobutterine bill passed by the House of
organization
to
obtain
its ends.
Public Library, Soldiers' Home, and Acad- lution declaringagainst any reductionof the
to practicaleconomy and retrenchmentof
duty on tno same article.
Representatives.
The reason given for national expenses, opposed to civil-cervice
Henry Ward Beecher sailed for En- emy of Design. In the House of Representatives,
Mr.
Henley
introduced
a
A i-inoE number of bills were passed by the
this action is stated to be that “local efforts reform, unfit to be trusted with the governgland last week. Being asked before his resolution directing the .AttorneyGento compel the honest sale of butter sub- ment of the nation; that “whatever may be
Senate
on June 17, among them being measures
eral to prosecute all officers of the Union
stitutes have proved inadequate on account the case elsewhere, the course of the na- departure if he would electioneerfor Glad- Pacific RailroadCompany responsiblefor issuto construct roads to the national cemeteries at
ing collateraltrust bonds, guaranteeinginterest
of the interstate characterof the trade and tional administrationin reference to stone, he replied:“I expect to. At all
Knoxville and Natchez, to grant the Seal rocks
paying dividends without the cousfcnt of to tho city of San Francisco, for tho transfer of
inadequate means in many parts of the the disposal of Federal offices in events I shall proffer my services, and I and
Congress. The naval appropriationbill passed the Baton Kongo barracks to the University
country to prevent its fraudulent sale.” this State, in committing appointments have an intimation that they will be ac- the House. The President sent to Conof Louisiana, to purchase land for tbe
The Board believes it to be to the inteyst to party bosses, in supplantingfaithful ceptable. Such oratory as I am capable of gress fifteenveto messages,three of them being Indian training school near Salem, Oregon,
upon private pensionbills ; the other two were
alike of producers, consumers,and honest officers not justify chargeable with offen- shall be at the command of the cause of
for a conforonce at Washington of deleon bills for public buildings at Sioux City, Iowa,
gates from tho American republics,and
dealers that the bill should become a law. sive partisanship by active and offensive Irishmen's rights in their own land. Proband Zanesville, Ohio. In refusing to approve of
for tho appointment of an additional
partisans,
and
removing
honest,
experthe
act
for
a
public
building
at
Sioux
City,
he
ably this is my last chance to help a good
Under the new law of Now York against
Secretary of the Treasury for one year. A vote
states
that
the
postofflee
is
leased
until
’lartl),
ienced, and respected officers to make place movement. "....A. W. McLelan, Minister
taken in tho House on the question 01 taking up
imprisonment for debt, the authorities at
and
that
occasional
sessions
of
the
Federal
tho Morrison tariff bill resultedIn its defeat.
for saloon keepers, pot-housepoliticians, of Fisheries for the Dominion, states that
Long Island City released Henry S. De Be- and Democraticstrikers, has been a most American vessels will bo allowed to courts have been held in the county court house Mr. Morrisongave notice that he would renew
without inconveniencing anyone; in dis- the motion on Tuesday, Juno 22. Mr. Morrison
voise, ex-Mayor, who had lain in jail for absolute burlesque of civil-service reform, purchase bait or supplies, or make shipapproving the bill to provide for a public
voted in a low tone and Mr. Randall in a loud, dethree year»becauseof his inability to meet and desenes the condemnationof all who ments at Canadian ports, but must not building at Zanesville,Ohio, the Presi- fiant way. Neitherof tho gentlemen was apdent takes the same grounds. In veto- plauded. As soon os the result was known t&e
a judgment for $100,700 obtained against desire clean, efficient,and trustworthy pub- remain longer than one day.
ing a pen-ion bill the Presidentsuggests the
revenue reformers sitting near Mr. Morrison
him by the city.
lic service.”. .. .The Tennessee Republisignificanceof the startlingincreasein pension
turned toward him inquiringly.Ho remarked:
can State Convention assembled at
legislation and the consequences involved in
“We'll try it again next Tuesday," and the
its
continuance.
He
says;
“I
am
so
thorHouse rang with tho applauseof his followers.
Nashville and nominated the Hon. A.
oughiy
tired of disapproving gifts of public Tho formal announcementwas greeted with
A. Taylor of East Tennessee for GovDuring the election in Santiago,the money to individualswho, in my view, have vociferous cheers from the Republican side.
Owing to a technical error, the indict- ernor. The platform declares against
no right or claim to the same, notwith- An analysis of the vote shows that of
capitalof Chili, a riot occurred in which
standing apparent Congressionalsanction, that
the 140 affirmativevotes 136 were Demoment against Mrs. Emma Molloy, for com- bringing convict labor in competitionwith
I interpose with a feeling of relief in a case
crats and 4 Republicans. Three of the Repub.
free labor; favors the passage of the Blair forty persons were killed and many
plicity in the Graham murder at Springwhere I find it unnecessary to determine the licans are from Minnesotaand one from
bill; favors the protective tariff;demands wounded. The result of the electionsis
merits of the application.In speakingof the Now York. One hundred and twenty-two
field, Mo., was quashed in the Circuit the repeal of the internalrevenue system; supposed to be in favor of the Liberals.
promiscuous and ill-advisedgrants of pensions affirmativevotes were cast by Democrats
Court
The semi-centennial of the ad- demands that corporations shall pay their
Teheran (Persia) correspondent which have lately been presented to mo for from the South and West, and 14 by Democrats
mission of Michigan as a State was held on employes in money and not in script and
approval,I have spoken of their ‘apparent from the Eastern and Middle States. 01
the 15th inst. at Lansing, with the Gover- merchandise;and favors Irish home-rule. writes that the Shah has signed a firman Congressionalsanction' in recognition of the the 157 negative votes 122 were cast by Retint a largo proportionof these bills
publicans and 35 by Democrats.
hill
nor and other distinguishedcitizens in .... The Congressional conventionof the granting ex-Mihister Winston the right to fact
have no\or been submitted to a majority was introduerd In the House providing
attendance. The music was of a high Eight District of Iowa met at Chariton. On build a railroad from Teheran to some of either branch of Congress, but are the
for the inspection of meats for exportationand
result of nominal sessions held for tho exorder and the speeches were well received. the first ballot W. P. Hepburn, present point on the Persian Gulf, with the priviprohibiting the importationof adulteratedartipress purpose of their considerationand atThe Ohio Supreme Court has decided member of Congress, received 99 votes out leges of all the mines not worked at pres- tended by a small minorityof tho members of cles of food and drink.
General Logan’s bill to Increasetho effient. The Persian Foreign Minister, how- the respective houses of the legislativebranch
that the acts of the State Senate after the of 101, and was unanimouslynominated by
the convention on the next ballot. . .Dem- ever, still holds the document, refusing to of Government Thus, in considering these bills ciency of tho army passed tho Senate on tho 16th
desertion by the Democrats of their seats
I have not felt that I was aided by tho deliberinst. The Senate passed, by a two-thirds vote,
ocrats of the Fourth Indiana District have place it in Mr. Winston’shands until he
are perfetlylegal.
ate judgment of the Congress,and when I have
renominatedW. S.,Holmnn,for Congress. shall have paid a large bribe, the first in- deemed it my duty to disapprove many of the tho resolution offeredby Senator Ingalls,proWhile drilling for gas at Akron, Ohio, Congressman B. W. Perkins, of Missouri, stallment of which was to be $30,000.
bills presented, I have hardly regarded viding for tho submission to tho several States
of a constitutional amendment extending
at a depth of *2,400 feet workmen touched a was renominated unanimouslyby the Third
Mr. Gladstone inaugurated the electo- my action as n dissent from tho conclu- the period of tho President'sterm and
sions of tho people's representatives. I
District
Republioans
at
Kansas
City,
Mo.
vast lake of very strong salt water, into
ral campaign in Great Britain most auspihave not been insensibleto the suggestion tho session of the Fiftieth Congress
....The Prohibitionistsof the Fifteenth
until tho 80th of April, 1889, and substitutwhich should influence every citizen,either in
which an iron sounder was lowered 1.000
ciously.
His
journey
from
London
to
ing the 30th of April for the 4th of March
Illinois District nominated A. Easton, of
private station or official jploco,to exhibit not
feet.
. .Fire in M. T. Antisell A Co.’s piano
as
tho commencement in future of the PresiEdgar County, for Congress. . .Gov. Hill, Edinburgh was an unbroken series of pop- only a just but generous appreciationof the dential
and Congressionalterms. Tno Frye bill
manufactoryat San Francisco caused damservices of our country's defenders. In reviewof New York, has signed the act amending ular demonstrations, which proved that the
for tho encouragement of the American mering the pension legislation presented to mo
age in that and adjoining buildings to the
chant marine aud to promote postal and comthe law, regarding imprisonment for debt.
masses of the British people are enthusi- many bills have been approved ujkju the theory mercial relationswith foreign countrieswas
extent of $230,000, with about $130,000 inHereafter six months is to be the limit of
that every doubt should be resolved in favor -of
astically l«yal to him. Even in the metropsurance.
the proposed beneficiary.I have not, however, passed. Mr. Vance's bill to repeal tho civilimprisonment on arrests in civil actions,
service law was indefinitelypo8ti>oned. In the
Grace Brewer, a colored girl of Vin- and the operation #f the law releasesail olis, where Mr. Gladstone’s popularity has been able to entirely divest myself of the Idea House Mr. Anderson, of Kansas, presenteda
never been so great ns it has been in the that the public money appropriated for pensions
resolution
providingfor the final adjournment
cennes, Ind., was the only person giadu- prisoners in Ludlow street jail, New York, provinces, the crowd was enormous, and is the soldiers'fund, which should bo devoted
of Congress July 3. Tho Stanton debate was
and
elsewhere
who
have
been
incarcerated
to
the
indemnification
of
those
who,
in
tho
Ating from the High School, eight white
there was not’ one in the vast throng who
resumea by Mr. Hepburn, of Iowa, who savagedefense of tho Union and in tho nation s service
beyond six months.
did not come there to express approval have worthilydeserved, and who, in tho day of ly criticisedtho speech of Mr. Wheeler,of Alapupils refusing to appear with her. She
A bill declaring it to be a felony to re- of his political programme. In the their independence resulting from such suffer- bama.
read a creditable essay On the diffiOn motion of Mr. Weaver, of Iowa, a bill aumove
an alleged criminal from the State of few brief words which he addressed ing, are entitled to the benefactionsof their
culties of educating colored youth, and
Government.This reflection tends to the bewas given a diploma. The Woman's New York, with or without his consent, un- to tbe assembled thousands he put the stowal of pensionsa kind of socredness, which thorizing the construction of a bridge across tho
Suffrage Association of Kokomo sent her less he be regularlyextradited,has been issue befort^theelectors plainlyand directinvitestho adoption of such principlesand Mississippi River at Dubuque, Iowa, was passed
ly. He warned them that an effort would regulationsas will exclude perversion, as w,-ll by the House on June 19. On motion of Mr.
a silk badge and its congratulations____ signed by Gov. Hill.
be made to befog it by subterfuges and as insure a liberal and generous applicationof Nelson, of Minnesota, a bill was passed proDr. S. A. Richmond, known as the proprieWashington telegram: Speaker Car- disguises,and to divert their attentionfrom grateful and benevolentdesigns. Heedlcssnoss viding for an inspection of hulls and boilers at
tor of the patent medicine “Samaritan
and disregardof the principle which underLes Duluth,Minn. A message approvingtho DingNervine,” drove to the office of the St. lisle does not appear at all cast down by the main point. “The question,” he said, tho granting of pensions is unfair to tno
ley shipping bill and suggestinga supplemenJoseph (Mo.) Herald, and entering it shot the fate of the tariffbill. He is credited “is solely whether Ireland shall be trusted woundbd, crippled soldier,who is honoredin tho tary measure was received from the President.
recognition of his Government Kuch aman
The naval appropriation bill was discussed. Tho
Colonel J. W. Strong, the editor, in the with saying: “Since a majority of the to manage her own affairs.” This was the just
should never find himself side by side on tho
Benato was not in session.
keynote of his speeches during the jour- pension roll with those who have been tempted
neck. Strong, who was sitting with his
House were inimical to the bill, it is better ney. . Y addington, the French Ambassa- to attribute thwir natural ills to which humanity
back to the door, jumped up and stagthe motion to consider it should have been dor to England, threatensto resign if
is heir to s< rviCe in tho army. Every relaxation
Lftfagan’s Logic.
gered to the back office, whereupon Bicbprinciple in tho grantingof pensions invites
mond fired two more shots, one of which defeated rather than to have got it before the Senate passes the bill expelling of
Reputation makes tho author. Once
the House and chopped its head off by the French princes ..... Nieuwenhuis, applications without merit and encourages
entered Strong’s body. In five minutes
those who for gain urge honest men to become established,even foolishness will restriking out the enacting clause. Under
the Dutch Socialist leader, has been dishonest. Thus is tho demoralizing lesson
Strong was dead. After shooting Strong
ceive the market value for wisdom in
present circumstances it will remain on the sentenced at The Hague to solitary taught tho people that against tho public
Dr. Richmond went from the oflfee to the
calendar, where it can be taken up any confinement for one year for insultingthe treasury tho most' questionableexpedients are
dollars and cents.
street, and, walking twenty feet from the
allowbole."
time the House chooses. I don’t look for King in outrageous publications.... A
I believe in charity for the sinner,
office door, fired a shot at his own head
any action upon it this session,but I nm Cairo dispatch says: Appalling mortality is
but am not in favor of trying to comand fell to the sidewalk. It is not thought
sincere in my belief that we will not only reported among the British troops stationed
THE MARKETS.
that Richmond’s wound is fatal. The latpromise with brass-knuckled sin only
get it before the House next session, but at Assouan. One hundred and six men of
ter is undoubtedlyinsane.
to get insulted for my pains.
that we will pass it.”
NEW YORK.
the Dorset Regiment have died within the
I am grateful to England for one
The Supreme Court of Utah has affirm.................
14.53
C.25
The educational bill of Senator Blair has last two mouths. Of 500 invalidson their Beeves
Hoos .............................4 25 (# 1.75
good deed, anyhow. She set the pated the right of Governor Murray’s apbeen disposed of for the present session of way to Cyprus ten dropped dead from heat Wheat-tNo.1 White ............. H7 ($ .88
tern for dudeism in the country, or, in
pointees over the Mormon holdovers in the
No. 2 Red ............... 81 (3 .81V.
last Sunday.
. .The New Hebrides Islands
Congress by the House Education and
ConN—
No.
2 ....................... 44
my native tongue, disclosed the fools.
(4 .41
have been seized by France.
territorial offices ____ The carriagefactory of
Oats— Western ................
.33 (# .35
Labor Committees,which made a final adIt miist be pretty, discouraging,this
Haydock Brothers,at St. Louis, was burned,
Mr. Gladstone opened the campaign Point — Mobs
................. 9.25 (!i>0.73
journment without acting upon the New
hunt ng for happiness and never real
CHICAGO.
involvinga loss of $70,000.
livery l^mnshire statesman’s scheme. This bill for homo rule in Ireland with a powerful BEEVES-Choiceto Prime Kteere 5.50 @ C.00
izing when it is found, and J pity some
stable fire at Leavenworth,Kan., destroyed
Good Shipping ......... 4.75 & 5.2i
was debated in the Senate for weeks, and speech before a great audience. His repeople in this respect as much as I dc
property to the value. of $00,000.
Common ............... 4.25 (4 1.75
the discussion will no doubt have to be marks were received with approving cheers,
a stray dog.
Hoos— Shipping Grades ......... 4.00 & 1.50
gone over again next winter.
and the passages in which he ridiculed Flour— Extra Spring ............ 4.25 <4 1.75
It is a hard thing to say, but when n
2 Spring ............. 72 (<i .72 V
the atlemative plans of Hartingtonand Wheat-No.
woman
once begins to go down bill
Corn—
No.
2.
. .r. TT ..............
34
.57
Windstorms at Waco, Dallas, WeatherINDUSTRIAL NOTES.
Chamberlain were especially applauded. Oats— No. 2 ....................... ‘>7 (4 .28
man is ever ready to grease the track
ford, and other points in Texas leveled
($ .10
The Premier spoke for an hour and a half. Butter— Choice Creamery ....... 15 ($
for her rapid descent.
In necordnnee with their recent determi- At the close of the address the audience
Fine Dairy .............
12 <$
($ .13
buildings, fences, and trees, and mined
When a man cannot attain the height
Cheebe-FuII Cream, Cheddar.. .07 (dt •07 V.
Full Cream, now ....... 07UC5 .08
crons. Several stroctureswere demolished nation, the St. Louis muster builders at- indulged in prolonged and frantic plaudits.
of his ambition by honesty, then 1
After
the
cheering
had
subsided
a
vote
of
Eogb—
Fresh
......................
10
(//j
•10)4
at Weatherford, and two persons danger- tempted, lust week, to compel their emrecommend rasdality.Although this
confidence in Mr. Gladstone and his Potatoes— New, per brl ......... 3.0J & 3.50
ously wounded. The financial loss in Par- ployes to return to the ten-hour system. In
PoRK-Mess
......................
8.50
field is pretty well crowded, yet there
& u.oo
policy was carried unanimouslyamid great
ker County will exceed $100,000. .. .The a few coses they were successful.In the
MILWAUKEE.
enthusiasm.
Wheat— Cash .................... 72 @ .72V, is always an opening and plenty of peoCaliforniatrout introduced in the Southern majority of cases, however, the builders reCorn-No. 2 ....................... 31
ple left whose teeth have not yet be.31V.
At
a
meeting
of
Belfast
Loyalists
it
was
rivers within the past three years are being fused to return to the old plan, and many
Oats— No. 2 ....................... 27 <# .27)2
come so sore but they will bite again.
taken by fishermenin various localities. contractorsfind themselves unable to fulfill agreed to send fifty men to stump England Rye -No. 1 ........................ 55 ai
.5?
Do not get discouraged.No one is
Some caught in Virginia measured eight- their contracts.
and explain the alleged dangers of home Pork-Mobs ..................... 8.50 (d 9.0J
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perfect •• And if there -is one curse
een inches in length.,..A rainfall of
At Grand Rapids, Mich., the striking rule ---- Mr. Parnell was asked the other Wheat— No. 2 ..................... 79
.81
twenty-eight inches in fifty hours is regreater than another, it is when deemployes
of tho Phtrnix FurnitureCom- day as to the prospects of the campaign, Corn-No. 2 ....................... 9tf ai .36}A
ported from Alexandria, La.
spair has fastened its talons upon man
Oats— No. 2 ............
28
.30
pany resolved to resume work on the ten- and replied:“I consider the outlook a most
. 8T. LOUIB.
or woman and the angel of hope has
hour basis. Most of the other factories favorable one. I regard the late reverse not Wheat— No. 2 Red ...............78 &
fled. Do not forget also that every
Corn— Mixed .r, .................. 30 &
have returned to the ten-hour system.
ns a defeat, and not even as a check, but
Oats— Mixed .....................
trial or temptationoutwitted places
<$ .27
Tta: members of the American AssociaA COMMITTEE of the Trades Assembly necessaryin order to bring about that I’ORK— New Mess ..... .......... 8.75 (4 9.25
you
one round nearer the top oi
CINCINNATI.
tion of Nurserymen in session at Washing- of Chicago reports that the Calumet Iron clearing of the. decks which is, so essential
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............... 80
“Jacob’s” traditional ladder.
.81
ton, called in a body upon the President. and Steel Company is determined .o
Corn-No. 2 .......................34 (0 .35
‘'li
I do not believe in sudden wealth.
No. 2 ......... .............29 (§ .31
He told them that he was much gratifiedto up the nailers organization, and has re- umph if his health and strength last. His Oats—
Sudden riches generally make us forPork— Moss ......................9.50 010.00
meet the lovers of trees, and hoped that all fused two offers of
4.00 0 4.50
appeal to the English Democracy will go Live Hoos ...........
get the time when we were poor, but
their efforts would be successful.The asDETROIT.
home, and tho working classes will see that Beep Cattle ....................
riches accumulated as the steady drop3.75 & 5.25
sociation elected these officers for the ena settlement of the Irish question is unHogs .............................8.50 0 4.25
ping that fills the rainwater barrel, is
suing year: President, C. L. Watrous of
avoidable if those great reforms for which Sheep ........................
3.00 & 4.00
one of life’s conquests that do not
Iowa; First Vice President, M. A. Hunt of
Wheat-No. 1 White .............80 0 .82
Tiir, Greenlandscnl fisherieshave been Great Britain now waits with regard to land
forget the days of want and worry.
Illinois; Secretary, D. Wilmot Scott of
Corn-No. 2. ..........
35
.30
Inn fifcht between a and social problems are to be attended Oats— No. 2 ....................... 30 0 .35
Illinois; Treasurer, A. R. Whitney of Illi- fin entire failure
Such wealth is more often a blessing
to.”....
meeting
support of
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nois; Executive Committee,8. D. Willard prison guard and soldiers, at Bogota, the
than otherwise.— C/tica^o Ledqer.
Conservativecandidate for the Beep Cattle ....................3.75 @ 5.50
of New York, U. B. Pearsall of Kansas, capital of
3.50 0 4.50
United States of House of Commons, held in the Hoos,, .................
Sheep ........................... 2.25 0 4.25
and Leo Veltz of Ohio.
Colombia, one General, several offi- northern suburb of London, ended in a
A farmer near Factoryville,Pa., in
Wheat-No. 2 Red ............. .75
.70
“The public receptionat the White House cers, and thirty soldiers were killed,... riot. The Duke of Norfolk was ou the Corn-No.2 ......................
33 0 .34
one day killed a mill snake in his spring
Oats-No, 2.... ............ .27 0 .27)1
Friday night,” says a Washington dispatch, Business failures in the United States and platform, and was seized by the neck and
house, three water snakes in his duck
EAST LIBERTY.
Canada for the week numbered 155, against hustled off. At a meeting in Birmingham
“was more numerously attended than any 209 the preceding week. Telegrams to
pond, a black snake in his meadow, and
Cattle— Best .............
4.75 0 5.75
Mr. Chamberlainspoke, and was indorsed.
Fair ...........
4.25 0 4.75
another black snake which was in the
previous] one within the history of that Hradtitrect'sreport, with an unusual degree
. .Hobart Pasha, Marshal of the Turkish
Common ................ 8.50
4.25
mansion. The doors were thrown open at of unanimity, only a moderate activity in Empire, whose death is announced,was a Hoos .............................4.00
aet of swallowing* toad. He says that
4.50
nine o’clock. Before that hour fully 0,000 general commercial and industriallines. son of the Earl ef Buckinghamshire,and Sheep.. ..........................3.25 0 5.00
so many snakes appearing early in the
^ BUFFALO.
people stood in line waiting for admission. The approach of the customary midsumwas bom in England in
Daring che Wheat-No. 1 fiard ............... 83 & .83)* spring is a sure sign of a dry summer.
The crowd began forming at five o’clock and mer doUness is reported to characterizegen- civil
____war in the
__ United
^ _____ States he comHe has observed this sign "for many
Corn— No. 3 ............
35 @ .86
the line extended from the west carriage eral trade at most interior point*. The do- .manded a blockade runner.
Cattle.
.
, 4.75 6.00
seasons and has pav** kno^n it to fail.
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listened to was that of Hon. D. L. Crossman, for many years Clerk of the House of

SURVIVING SOLONS.

AN OLD-TIME SUNDAY.

MICHIGAN’S JUBILEE.

Representatives.
This address recounted
incidentsof legislative reminiscences.He
Reunion at Lansing of the Surviv- told the historyof the Senatorial contests Celebrating the Fiftieth Anniversary
of Her Admission Into
of 1871, 1875, 1877, 1881, 1883; the cnlminaing Michigan Legislators of
the Union.
tion of the defeat of Chandler in 1875 was
Fifty Years.
told, and the fluctuating, closely contested
match in which the fortunesof John J.
Bagley went down in 1870 to 1880. The The Splendid Record of the Stnte Since
Meeting Replete with Historic long struggleof 1883 in which, after eightyIts Birth Entertainingly,

A

Incident and Personal

one

,

Reminiscence.

Interesting Addressesand Valuable Contributions to State Legislative
History.

,

•

The attendance at the legislative reunion
held at Lansing June 10-11 exceeded nil

members

expectations, nearly six hundred

of the Legislature being present, besides

many

otherwise distinguishedmen,

cluding Senators Conger
9

and

in-

Palmer,

Governors Alger, Begole, Jerome, and
Felch. The last named, who is President
of the Legislative Association and was

member of the

a

first Legislature ever held

in the State, called the meeting to order in

Representatives’ Hall. Governor Alger
made an address of welcome. It seemed
superfluous to him to extend a welcome.
They were all at homo again. If one would
ns’i why Michiganwas great, let the questioner come hero and read the character of
the men who have guided the State and he
will be answered. To-day everybodybelonged to the same party— that is, the reunion party. PresidentFelch, in respnse

to the welcome, made a deeply interesting address on the legislativehistory of Michigan, which held the closest
attentionof the audience. He said:
“More than fifty years have passed since
the State was organized, and you will not
wonder that one who participated in its
events and whoso bosom glowed with the
ardor thou kindled in every heart looks
back with a proud and beating heart to this

birthdayof our commonwealth.I have
watched the progress of our republic,and
I feel iu my heart that no State in the
union has made truer or grater progress or
has more reason to be proud of its record.”
The peculiaritiesof early legislation were
dwelt upon at length, and the gradual
change from the crude territorial laws to
broader and more popular legislation detailed. The early legislators laid the foun-

each. The record of Senator Conger
was longer than that of any other in the
list, including terms in the House and
Senate, in constitutionalconventionsand
the National House of Representatives and
Senate. A list almost as long was that of
ex-Gov. Felyh and ex- Senator Ferry.
of

It was seen after a while that to recapitu-

of

services of

and

roll calls, involving the
and the writing
out of not less than 10,000 votes, in which
121 different names were balloted for, resulting iu the choice of Thomas W. Palmer, were vividly told. A joke of A. C.
Maxwell upon his brother member, Rev.
W. H. Brockway, was told amid great
laughter.Anecdotes were related of members of different Legislatures.
Volunteer speeches being in order, RepresentativeMcNab, of Newaygo, was called
out. He began by extollingthe pine-clad
hills of Newaygo, its babbling brooks and
sjvift-rolliug rivers, declaring that while he
loved Michigan, the center of bis affections
was devoted to his own county. He had
come to renew old acquaintances and to enjoy himself with the boys, and was not prepared for a speech. Proceeding then to
discourso of Detroit,its beautiful river and
crystal waters, and the obstinacy of its
Representatives, the laughterbecame so
great as to interrupt the speaker, and ho
sat down, leaving his remarks unfinished.
Ex-Congressman Horr was next called
upon, and the rules were suspendedbecause he objected that not being a member
be could not speak. He contiuued, however, in an entertainingvein to contrast a
Michigan audience with a Massachusetts
one, and to descant upon the appearance
of the members before him, declaring that
if Michigan had got along for fifty years
with suph countenances as were before him
there was hope that she would continue to
survive to the last. He eulogized the labors
of the legislators, and described the pleasure that the reunion had given him.
Senator Conger spoke for ten minutes
pleasantly of the pride and gratification
which this reunion of old friends had afforded him, and related an anecdote of the
tendencies of the Senate of 'Go to amend
the bills of the House, with the result
which it had upon a stalwart Representa-

dation stones with the vision of the future
bright before them. The legislation which
has resultediu the State's magnificent
educational system was carefullysketched,
as well as the judicial,internal improvement, geologicalsurvey, and banking systems. “The first fifty years have passed,”
he said in conclusion. “Its history is
written in letters of gold. It is not for us
who have seen all from the beginning to
remain until the groat future shall be disclosed. but we can road the bright signs of
promise that rest upon it, and join in the
song of thanksgiving."
The members of Legislatures of the '50s
and prior years were seated at the front
upon the right of the Speaker. Their
numbers wore few. I 'iron the left were
seated the members of Legislatures of the
’fids. Conspicuousamong them were exGov. Jerome and Senator Conger. As the
roll-caU pioceededeach member present
arose and answered to bis name. Ckerk
Crossman read the outline of public service

late the list

ballots

Reviewed.

repetition of 20,000 names

each member

would take an interminabletime, leaving
scarcely opportunity for any other business.
The names alone were called after that.
Clerk Crossnmn,however, pointed out the
record of the senior member present,

Townsend E. Gidley, of Grand Haven,
aged 82. whereupon the house complimented the old gentleman with a round of
applause.
Col. Andrew T. McReynolds, of Grand
Rapids, delivereda long address on “Toledo

and the Mexican War from a Michigan
Standpoint.”
At the close of his address Col. McReynolds spoke of thG resolution in favor of
the Mexican War passed by the Legislature
of 1847 with but three negative votes, saying it showed the preponderanceof feeling
of the people on the war question.
H. B. Lathrop, of Ionia, said he was one
of the three that voted against that resolution.but that his vote was not because
he opposed war measures,but because of
objectionable phrases in the wording of
the resolutionitself.
R. W. Laudon, of Niles, said ho was
present at the passage of the resolutionin
question, and was now glad to learn that
there really was no opposition to it.
The remark was applauded, the audience
being apparently iu the mood to stir up debate among the veterans of 1847.
Hon. William 1\ Wells delivered an eloquent address on “The LegislativePower
in a Free Commonwealth.”The matter as
well ns the manner of Mr. Wells’ address
was such as to win the closest attentionof
the audience at the close of a wearisome
session, and cot only to win it* attention
but to evoke the most frequentand the
heartiestapplause.It was a signal triumph
of the power of intellect and the graces of
oratory.
The address of Hon. Byron G. Stout, of
Pontiac, upon Agricultureand Stock Breeding. was thoughtfuland scholarly. Mr.
Stout showed how the march of modern
civilization had brought our farmers face to
face with the competition of other lands to
such nn extent that it might not be hazardous to predict that the time was coming
when foreign wheat might be sold iu the
Atlnut'cports for less than American wheat
could bo delivered there. A deduction
drawn from this was the desirability of encouraging slock growing, and the illimitable field offered for this industry in the
United States.
The address of Hon. Orlando M. Barnes
upon the State Capitol was an interesting
recital of the legislativebattle which resulted in the choice of Lansing. The development fiom the forest to#thb‘ present
beautifulcity and magnificent State House

A

correspondent at the State

capital

.nmishes the following account of the
semi-centennial
exercises held there on
the 15th iust.:

The boom of a cannon rang
through the city at 7 o’clock a.

heavily

m.

A bat-

tery had been stationed in front of the
Capitol,

and gun followed gun

in rapid

succession until the nationalsalute had

been

fired.

By 9

o’clock the city was

packed with a rapidly increasingcrowd,
and the streets leading into the city were
blocked with farmers’ teams. There were

men mixed iu with the
throng. At 9:30 the handsomely uniformed
CassopolisBand marched down the avenue and swung up toward the Capimany prominent

having met every requirement. The Seventh it was that iixed the pontoonsat Fredericksburg,a service which the Governor
did not which to forget
“Let me assure yon, my friends,” the
Governor said, iu conclusion, “that so well
have our soldiers done their great work
that never again in our time, nor in that of
our children, shall we lie menaced by the
cruelties of civil war. Too vast indeed is
this victory, too far-reaching arc its consequences to tie properlyestimated or too
much honored. As said Lincoln at Gettysburg: ‘It is not what we say here, but what
they did here that will live hereafter.’ And
so say I !”
Hon. Edwin Willits delivered a lengthy
address on “Michigan Schools and Colleges." Mr. Willits reviewed the early
school-fund laws, showing how Michigan's
were superior to those several neighboring
States, and, as a result, bow it is that we
are so well-founded in this respect to-day.
Isaac N. C’rary and John D. Pierce have
performed a noble work for the schools of
the State. The rise of our present school
system, from the log school to the University dome, and its statue of Benjamin
Franklin iu the front yard, was well traced.
President Willits paid such a glowing
apostropheto the old log school and its
red-cheeked maidens and freokled-faced
boys that many ladie'twere tempted to cry,
but instead vociferouslyapplauded.
Ex- Representative Koou made a few remarks on early education, stating that in
1844 two of the three members of the
LegislativeCommittee on Education were
too conservativeto do much, thinkingthe
country was too new. He was the third
member but couldn’tdo anything alone.
W. L. Bancroft was called to tell something of old-fashioned railroading,but did
not respond.
Mr. Enos Goodrich, a member of the
Constitutional Convention of 1850, arose
and said, referring again to early education, that he, at that lime, believed the
children belonged to the State, and should
be educated at State expense, and that the
conservatism spoken of by Mr. Koou was
only too manifest.

KX-SF.NATOK SIMEON It. BILLINGS
speech and bow proud be
felt when he got into the press as having
given “the eagle’s tail a twist!” Whenjio was
young ho envied Congressmen bemuse they
»old of his iirst

could frank all their mail, using no postiigo
stamps, but simply writing “M. C." iu the
corner. That feeling has
passed
away. (Applause.
Mr. Enos Goodrich, the member of 1850,
again arose, speaking of the uncertainties
of life and the liabilityof a person’s being
visited by the grim destroyer any time,
wherefore he counselledpreparation for
the end.

now

|

J.

WOODMAN

spoke feelinglyof the Legislature of ^Gl,
to whose work is duo the stable nmffuccessful financialpolicy of our State. He
wished to speak speciallyof the Chairmen
of the respective Finance Committees,J.
F. Joy, of the House, and H. P. Baldwin,
of the Senate, who, among others, favored
not the issuing of bonds and contracting of
loans but present payment of expenses.
“Pay as you go and do not tax posterity,”
Mr. Woodman considered the true basis of
financial prosperity,and which, as far as be
knew, had been inauguratedby bis old
love, the Legislature of 18G1.
fix- Senator James Birney, of Bay City,
returned to the educational question, especially favoring the apprentice system,
which, while part' of the Prussian system
wo imitate, seems to be overlooked at
present.
Ex- Senator Charles T. Gorham, of Marshall, desired it torbe known that the tree
under which the two gentlemenalluded to
in Mr.WiUits’ paper as having done a great
service for the educational system of the
was eloquentlysketched. The address Sta e, sat, is still standing and can be seen
closed with a scholarly review of the wis- any day in Marshall, where it is held as a
dom of the choice and a study of the influences of modern travel upon legislation
The fate of the first bill for a uniform
and the dispatch of businessat the State militia was rehearsed, as was also the vicissitudes of early elections, with acoecdotep
Capitol.
Probably (he address most attentively of members.

relic.

*

How

In the Courts.

The Sabbath in Pennsylvania thirtyfive years ago was regarded by many
young people as a “holy terror.” The
day might be defined as a bundle of
negations— “Thou shalt not do this,
and thou shalt not do that..

Attendance on Sabbath school and
church twice ou Sunday was part of the
unwritten law of the household. The
only thing that modified the rigor of
this day’s observance was a quiescent
permission to accompany the girl of
your love home after evening service,
provided a big brother did not interpose and prevent.
Church disciplinewas rigorous beyond measure, and many of the most
serio-comictrials took place that have
ever been witnessed in or out of a court
of justice. The law prohibited “all
hunting or fishing, or sport of whatsoever kind,” on this day. It was a dead
and awful calm, except as broken by
the clanging of the church hells and
pattering of feet on the way to the
sanctuary.But by and by people be-

Congressmen Voted Upon the Proposition to Take

Up

Mr.

Mom-

son’s Revenue Measure.

In the National House of Representaon Thursday,Juno 17, Mr. Morrison,
of Illinois, moved to go into committee of
tives

the whole for the purpose of considering
revenue bills. The motion was defeated
by a vote of 140 yeas to 157 nays. Following

is

the vote in detail:

Harbour
Barksdale

Forney
Gibson (Md)
Gibson (W Va)
}
Glover
Green (N C)
Halo

Carltele
Ad&ina (N Y)
Allen (Miss)

Anderson

(O)

Itallontlne

rrall
OiNelll (Mo)
0'F<

Outhwalte
Peel
Perry

Glass

Heagan

Homos

Halsell

Borrv

Hammond

Beach
Belmont

Harris

Reese
Richardson
Biggs
Robertson

Heard

Bogan

Bennett
Blanrh&rU

Hemnhll!
Henderson

Sadler
Pavers

Blond

(N C)

Blount
Breckenridgo
(Ark)

Breckenrldge
(Ky)

Barnes

Scott

Herbert
Hewitt

Seymour
Shaw

Hill

Holman
Howard
Hudd

Singleton
Skinner
Snyder
Springer

L iwcry

Townshend

and weary. They begun Bynum
Hutton
Stewart (Tex)
James
Stone (Ky)
tol. It was followed a few min- to discuss what was meant by a day of Cobell
Caldwell
Johnston (N C) Stone (Mo)
utes later by Spross’ Knights of Pythias rest. Those who had been to school Campbell (N Y; Jones (Tex)
Storm
Strait
Baud, and the crowd stampeded six days of the week did not think they Conaler King
Corloton
Kleiner
Swope
for the Capitol in the wake of the music.
rested by going to school twice on Sun- Catching!
Loffoon
Tarbury
The Cassopolis Band halted on the front day. They could not see where any Clordy
T.andefl
Taulbeo
portico and played selectionsfrom the naTaylor (Tenn)
I.anham
play or refreshment or “ease of crea- Clements
Cobb
Lore
Throckmorton
tional melodies, while the chorus of one
" levering
'Hllman
hundred and thirty school children filed tion,” came in. They played truant- Cole (Md)
down

to their position

on

the steps below.

When Governor Alger stepped out

on the
first landing as presiding officer of that
section of the three meetings that were to
be conducted simultaneously, the crowd
was a solid mass extending from tbe lower
steps nearly across the entire front of the
Capitol lawn. At the end of tbe first number bv the children prayer was offered by
the Rev. George Taylor, of Lansing, and
the chorus followed with “The Red, White,
and Blue.”
When the song had ended the children
retired and their place on the steps was
tiken by tbe members of the State Pioneer
tive.
Senator Palmer followed in a briel Society, and Gov. Alger, who remained
speech, saying that the happiest half year with head uncovered despite the broiling
of his life was passed in the legislative ses- sun, stepped forward and read his welcomsion at Lansing, and recalling incidents of ing address from manuscript. He welcomed the great throng gracefullyand conthat session.
At the second day’s session ex- Governor gratulated it on the present epoch in the
Blair, one of the four great war Governors, history of the State. In fifty years the
made an address on Michigan in the war. Commonwealth, he said, had grown from
The Governor paid tributes to the memory its infancy into the front rank in the Staton
of General Israel B. Richardson, of Pon- of the Union. Michigan could not be
tiac, and General Woodbury,of Adrian. otherwisethan great with her great men
The Fourth Regiment was also praised as and women and her grand institutionsand

J.

THE YEAS AND NAYS.

Straight-Laced Ubn«rvance of the Day
Half a Century Ago— Some Queer Case*

resources. There were now men and
women in our midst to whose energy
and determination was owed in klarge measure that which was now en-

joyed, and to them was owed a debt of
gratitudethat could never be repaid. The
Governorspoke with intense feeling and earnestness or the gallant Michigan soldiers
whose blood had stained every battle-field
of the war, and made u scathing allusion to
the recent triumphal trip of Jeff Davis
through the South. There was no place,
he averred, iu this country for the secdssiouist, the nihilist, or the commune. Let
children be taught to look up to but one
flag, and that the stars and stripes.
At the conclusion of the address the Hon.
Witter J. Baxter made a brief address as
the representativeof the Pioneer Society.
The Hon. C. E. GroBveuor then related in
a dear, concise manner the most interesting points in the financial history of the
State, which, although only fifty years a
State, is out of debt; has vast resources already developed, and public buildings adequate to the wants of many years to come.
His address was followed by one on the
mineral resources of the State, delivered by
Prof. Cbas. D. Lawton.
The second sectionof the meeting, held
in Representative Hall, was presidedover
by the Hon. Henry Chamberlain. The hall
was crowded long before tbe initial number
of the programme— a selectionfrom “Trovatore’ — was rendered by the Twenty-third
Infantry Band. Michigan’s semi-centennial
hymn, written by D. Bethune Duffield,of
Detroit, and set to the music of Kellar’s

came

restive

stole off to the fields and woods. Many
of them took their guns and hounds for

Compton

Comstock
Cowles lN C)
a day’s recreation, and matters became Groin
Crisp
so serious that it was deemed advisable
Croxton
to resort to the courts and see if this Culberson
Pontol
laxity could not he prevented.

A

man about to die had made his
will on Sunday. The whole town was
in a buzz. Could such a thing ho? The
will was contested and the case went to

the Supremo Court, where

it was
solemnly decided “that the making of
will is a solemn matter, perform*
without the slightest disturbanceof or
desecrationof the Sabbath,” and therefore might he made.
John Jfnes undertook to ride n horse
•

from Canonshnrg to Wheeling, Va.,
John was caught on the said
horse one Sunday by a justice of the

Dorcon

Mahoney
Matson

Trigg

Tucker
Turner
Van Eaton
Wakofteld

May bury

McCreary
McMillan
McKae

Ward

Welboro

Davidson (N C) Mitchell
Davidson (Fla) Morgan
Dawson
Morrison
Dibble
Neal
Dougherty
Neece
Nellson
Dunn
Fisher
Norwood
Ford
Oates
NATS.
Adorns (Til)
Grosvonor
Grout
Allen (Mass)
Anderson (Kan) Guenther
A

mot

Atkinson
Baker

(Ind)

Weaver (Iowa)

Miller
Mills

Wheeler
WtUls
Wilson

Wlnans
Wise
Wolford
Worthington

-14a
Payson
Perkins

Peters ,

•Harmer
Havden
(To)

Phelps
Pidcook
Pindar

(111)

Plumb

Boyne
Bingham

Henderson
Henderson
Henley

Bliss

Hepburn

Bound

Herman

Ranney

Boutello
Buylo

Hires
Hiscock

Brody

Holmes
Hopkins

Reed (Me)
Rice
Rockwell

peace, and arrestedfor desecratingthe

Sabbath. Thp case reached the Supremo Court, and after exhaustive
argument C. J. Gibson held that to
ride a horse on Sunday did not violate
the act of 1794, hut he must not use the
horse to carry anyone else.
One William Johnston, on Septeml>er 5, 1853, was arrested for driving
an omnibus from Lawrencevilloto
Pittsburg on the Lord’s day. He set
up as an answer that the omnibus was
used to copvey people to church. The
plea was held had and William was
fined.

There was a canal that ran through
the town where I resided, and a lawsuit grew out of an attempt to open the
locks and let the boats pass through.
After mature considerationit was held
that it might he done.
It was held to he unlawful to get
shaved on Sunday. You might drive
to church in your own conveyance, hut
woe betide the Jehu who took you there
iu a public one.

Hut the great controversythat stirred

Browne (Ind)
Brown (O)

Brown

(Pa)

Brumm
Buchouan
Buck

Jackson
Johnson (N Y)
Johnston (Ind)
Kelley

Burrows
Kotcham
Butterworth LafoUette
Campbell (Pa) Laird
Campbell (O) Lawler
Campbell (N Y) Lefevfe

Cannon

Conger
Cooper
Curtin
Cutchoon
Davenport
Davis
Dlnoley
Dorsey

Dowdney

Dunham
Kllsberry
Kly
Eremontrout

Evans
Everhart
Farquhar
Felton
Findlay
Fleegor
Foran
Fuller
Funston
Gallinger

Pennsylvaniafrom her center to cir- Gay
cumference was the running of street Geddes
Oilflllan
cars on Sunday in the city of Philadel- Goff
phia. The judicial discussionencom- Green (N J)
passed the whole field of human learning on the Sundav question. All that
God uttered, or Moses wrote, or Con-

stantine ordained, or Parliament enacted, or the Colopy ordered, or the
Legislatureestablished,touching this
subject,was exhaustively considered.
The case was presented in every phase,
American hymn, was given with superb
and discussedby Judge Read in every
effect, followed by Judge Cooley’s historical
phase,
and the conclusion reached was
address, which was made peculiarlyinteresting by its reminiscent sketches of Michi- that “the sole mission of Sunday is to
inculcate a temporary weekly cessation
gan men of great prominence.
Perhaps the most attractivefeature of from labor, hut it adds not* to this rethe programme was the singing of Judge quirement any religious obligation;”
Chapman's original ode. “Land of thn that the running of the cars was a
Lake," by Mme. Clemeili, Mrs. Tildtn, matter of necessity and charity and
Messrs. Slocum and Rice, and the chorus.
could not ho enjoined. This discussion
The music, arranged by Prof. Roney, is of
and decision took place in March, 18(>7,
a high order. John Campbell,whose address followed, combined the rare qualities and from that time onward no attempt
has been made to carry out the old,
of being historically accurate and yet entertaining iu his review of the history of the rigid notions that had been theretofore
Michiganjudiciary,and the meeting closed so seduously enforced and observed.
with the singing of “The Star-Spangled J. B. Bel ford.
Banner” by Mme. Clemelli, accompanied
Hlnine on Thurman.
by the chorus and the Twenty-third Infantry Baud.
His rank in the Senate was estabIn the Senate Chamber the meeting was
lished from the day he took his seat,
called to order by 10 Hon. Henry Frolich.
and
was never lowered during the
Ex-Gov. Begole, tbe Hon. O. >1. Barnes,
period
of his service. He was an adand John J. Adams, one of tbe two surviving members of the first Constitutional mirably disciplined debater ; was fair
Convention, occupied the Speakers’stand in his method of statement, logical in
wtyh Mr. Frolich.
exercises his argument, honest in his conclusions.
opened with a selection by the Spross He had no tricks in discussion, no
Knights of Pythias Band, followed by a catch phrases to secure attention, hut
solo by C. V. Slocum. Ex- Gov. Felch
was always direct and manly. His mind
was introducedto the audience as one of
was not preoccupied and engrossed with
the oldest officersand ablest Goveinors
now living in Michigan. His address on politicalcontest or with affairs of state.
the Executive was followed by the solo He had natural and cultivated tastes
“Let me like a soldierfall,” by Mr. L. P. outside of those fields. He was a disDe Sale. The Hon. J. J. Adams’ address criminating reader, and enjoyed not
on the early legislationof Michigan fol- only serious hooks, hut inclined also to
lowed. and the meeting closed with a solo, the light indulgenceof romance and
"Springtime,” by Mrs. Tilden and “Michi- poetry. He w as especiallyfond of the
gan. My Michigan," bv the Aiion Quaitet.
best French w riters. He loved Moliere

Irion

Lehlback
Llbhey
Lindsley

Price

Randall
*

Romeis
Rowell

Ryan
Sawyer
Scranton
Seney
Sessions
Smalls

Bowden
Spooner
Htahlnockor
Steele

Long

Stewart(Vt)
Martin
Stone (Mass)

Little

St

Louttlt

Struhle

Lyman
Markham

Swinburne
Byrnes

Martin

Taylor

McAdoo
Me Comas
McKenna
McKinley
Merriman

Taylor Ike iO)
Taylor ZiTonn)

Millard
Millikeu

Viele

Moffatt
Morrill

Wadsworth

Morrow
Muller
Negley
O'Donnell
O’Hara

KB

Thomas (111)
Thomas (Wis)
Thompson

Wade
Waite
Wallace
Ward (HI)
Warner (OJ
Warner (Mo)
Wearer (Neb)

O’Neill (Pa)

Weber

Osbom
Owen

W<vst

Parker

Payne

(O)

Whiting
Wilkins
Woodbttrn-157.

MEN OF NOTE.

Hon. A. G. Curtin, of Pennsylvania.
Andrew G. Curtin, of Pennsylvania,is
the only survivkig member of the trio of
famous war Governors, of whom Wm.
Dennison, of Ohio, and Oliver P. Morton,
of Indiana, were the other two. He is
now sixty-nine years old, having been
bom in his present home, Bellefonte,
Pennsylvania,in 1817. It is a satisfactory comment on any man’s abilities and
strength of character to know that ho
can live a long life in the village where
he was bom and bo honored to the last
with the best officeswithin the gift of
his fellow citizens. Governor Curtin
has grave faults, and always has had, but
the fact that he stood by the Union in Its

—

1

The

At tbe conclusion of tbe indoor meetings
and Racine, and could quote .with rare
the full chorus and ^the three bands formed
enjoyment the humorous scenes deon tbe front steps of the Capitol and rendered “My country, ’tis of thee," conclud- picted by Balzac. He took pleasure in
ing with a specialMichiganverse by Prof. the drama and was devoted to music.

In Washington he could usually he
found in the best scat in the theater
when a good play w as to he presented
or an opera was to be given. These
tastes illustratethe genial side of his
nature, and were a fittingcomplement
to the stronger and sterner elements of
the man. His retirement from the
Senate was a serious loss to his party—
a loss indeed to the body. * He left behind him pleasant memories and carballs.and the united throng joined m swell- ried with him the respect of all with
ing the chorused doxology.
whom he had been associated during his
Thus ended tbe celebrationof fifty years
twelve years of honorable service.—
of most populous growth of tbe State of
Blaine? s History.
•
Michigan

Roney.
in the evening the Senate Chamber and
RepresentativeHalt, as well as the corridors, were crowded to their utmost capacity. Addresses were given, one on the
Congressionalstanding of the State, and
an able review of the railroadinterests of
the commonwealth by the Deputy Commissioner of Railroads. Maj. \V. C. Rnnsome.
A long and most delightivil arrangementof
band music and chorus and solo singing
occupied almost the entire evening iu both

hour of need, and was so efficient in the
dischargeof all the duties of Governor
of one of the great Northern States, answers for them all. He was educated for
and practiced law. He was made Secretary of the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Superintendentof Public Instruction, and Governor of the State. After
the war he was sent as Minister to Russia,
and was elected as a member of the convention that made the present Constitution of the State. In 1880 he was nominated by the Democrats of the Twentieth
Congressional District of Pennsylvania for
Representative.He was elected again in
1882 and 1884. He served as Chairman of
the Committee on Foreign Affairsin the

Forty-eighthCongress, and as Speaker
Carlislefailed to appoint him to that place
in the present Congress, he declined to
serve as Chairman of the Committee on
Naval Affairs, which was tendered him.
When it was decided to investigatethe
strikes by a Congressionalcommittee, he
was placed at the head of said committee,
and is now serving in that capacity.

of

Arc

as the warrior,

Caroline Herschell

OUT AROUND.

Mrs. Mary Livermore
the lecturer.Prof. Shepard here sang

Any damage or expense that may occur
from defectivepipe, special castings, or

as the astronomef,

WILLIAM

H.

ROGERS, Editor.

as

Lake Shore.

"The Bedouin’sLove Song" in a manner

Saturday, June 26, 1886.
(

Continued from fint page.

j institution.

Rev. J.

De

Orange City, respondedto

)

Spelder, of

the toast

The summer term of school in Dist.
No. 8 closed June 25. We can say
Master Seth Nibbelink discussed the that Miss Mable Hekbuis is a splendid
"PhysiologicalEffects of Alcohol." He teacher and that we have had a remarkable good school this summer. The chilstated the source from which alcohol
that was heartily applauded,after which

“Rope comes and

its effect

upon

the

dren seem to have advanced very rapidly
fn their studies and all seem to like their
teacher....Our strawberrycrop is nearly
a failure this season. The first picking
or so was very good, but the dry weather

stomach, the

~

AMERICAN—

gate, shall be paid for by the parties furnishing the same.
All proposalsto be addressed to the
Clerk of the Board of Water Commissioners of the City of Holland,Michigan,and
Muskegon, Mich,, V. S.
endorsed, proposals for Water Works.
The Board of Water Commissioners re
serves the right to reject any or all bids.
EstalilisM i860.
jHirgantoi 1885.
Bids will be received until the Fifth day
Incorporated 1886.
of July, 1886, at 7:30 p. m.

INSTITUTE

A

_

and the North Western Classical Acade- muscle, the brain and nervous system. Almy.’* He congratulated Hope upon being cohol inflames and excites the stomach
Capital Stock 150,000.
SPECIFICATIONS FOB WELL
G. P. BOOTH. M.
• Medical Director.
able to fill the chairs of this western inand ultimatelyi destroys the mucous, or
The well to be sunk at such place ns mav be
cooked the balance on the vines. Oats designated by the Board of Water Commissioners. . C.
Surgeon-iu-Chlcf.
stitution with her sons, and announces
lining membrane of that organ. It stimu- look sick and the grass is so dry that Well to be sixteen feet in diameter on inside of C. J. LANE. M.
| n
that already the graduatesof this West- lates the heart’s action only to leave it in some of it will break under your feet in curb and sixteen feet deep, the depth to bo meas- D. A. McDonald. M. D. ) £xaratofi Physicians.
ured trom the averajre surface of ground where
And Medical Council of 6 Eminent Phyaicians.
ern Academy were swelling the ranks of
an exhausted condition when the effect walking over It. The peach crop bids the well is sunk, to the bottom of the shoe. The
fair
for
a
good
yield
here
this
season.
We
curb to be at least twelve inches thick, of good
the student|inHope’s Collegiate Departhas passed away. The brain and nerve
hard brick laid in cement. A shoe of iron or
ment. He expressed the desire that substance are hardeued by' its use since it were in the orchard of N. W. Ogden one wood, or part of iron and part of wood, to be built
day th}s week and were surprisedto see sufficiently solid aud firm to hold the curb rigid
"Hope" mieht always continueto cherabsorbs water so readily,and those or- the trees hang so full of fruit. The limbs and prevent the same from cracking in case clay,
boulders, or other obstructions,are met with. A
ish the kindest feelings toward her
are bending under the weight of fruit al
gans, the seat of the human* mind, lose
ready
Charley Ogden has gone t< sufficient number of iron bolts to be fastened to
younger sister, located upon the boundthe shoe aud going up through the curl) to pretheir power of being readily Impressed,
Fenville to work through the fruit season. vent any cracking of the curb in cnee the sand or
less plains of the west. The music, as
conscience Is deadened, and the victim We understand that he is to have $15 per earth washes from under the
•
usual, was of a high order and rendered
Each bidder to furnish with his bid a detailed
goes headlong into sin. Miss Anna Pfan- month ---- Our Sabbath school is a failure
showing plan of well and shoe, also fasto the satisfactionof ail present.
and has been discontinued. It seems drawing
tenings, so as to enable the Board of Water Comstiehl then stepped to the front and In a
queer that this community cannot elect a missioners to lully understand his plan of conCOMMENCEMENT EXERCISES.
confident manner and a round, full superintendentthat can get some life am struction.
The twenty-firstAnnual Commence- tone of voice read her essay, “Like interest infused into the school. We
SPECIFICATION'FOB CAST IBON WATEB PIPE AN’D
SPECIAL CASTINGS
ment of Hope College occurred at Hope the swell of some sweet tune, Morning don’t find any particularfault with the
About 192 feet of six inch pipe, one eaer sixChurch on Wednesday evening. Long rises into noon, May glides onward into late superintendent as a man, but he don’t inch' bend, and one six-inch elbow. All pipe to
before the hour of beginning the capa- June." She said: Wo are hardly consci seem to take well as superintendentwith qe cast vertical in dry sand moulds, the pipe to bo
and
the young people and we must consider uniformin thickness, straightand cylindrical,
cious audience room was filled and many ous of the strange transitions in our lives these things ..... There is a thief, or not less than size specifiedinside. Pipe to weigh

D.

SVytET,
D,

—

shoe.

.

thirty-two pounds per foot. All pipe to be In
thieves, in this community, who enter lengths of twelve feet exclusive of bells; to have
our dwellings when the people arc away bells three inches long. All pipe to be tested to
from home and ransack and take what- three hundred pounds under the usual hammer
test. Special castings to be guaranteedto stand
ever seems to suit their fancy. They also
a pressure of three hundred pounds. All pipe and
sion. The music, both vocal and instru- beautiful.The most serious occupation enter our cellars by night and steal fruit special
castings to bo properly coated with asphalmental was of a high order and artistical- of this period is school-going.School jars, meat, potatoesand whatever they tic lacquer. No allowance will be made for nnv
weight above five per cent, over specified weight',
We make a specialtyof Diseases of the Eve and
ly rendered by talent already favorably days have been said to be "the golden set- can find in the line of eatables. They or specialcastings beyond what is neccgsssryto
have been operating in this neighborhood give required strength. Pipe to stand a pressure Ear. Brain toud Nerves, Stomach,Liver and Heart
Throat
and Lungs, Catarrh. Asthma and Conknown to our music-lovingpublic, al- tings
____
u. our
uu, future
luimc lives."
n* 3
of the diamonds of
for one year at least. We wish that we of two hundred pounds per square inch after be- sumption, Constipaiion, Rheumatism. Neuralgia.
ing laid. The material and workmanship of pipe
though it occurred to us that in order t^ ^We should profitably use and enjoy the could hear of their capture and conyicCancer. Scrofula and Skin Diseases,Fits. Palsy
and castings to be first-classand satisfactory to
Dropsy. Tumors, Goiter. Piles, Female Diseases,
relieve the mind, a class of music of a May of life that the noontide may be ush- tion. The 5th of July would be a splen- the Board of Water Commissioners.
etc., etc.
f
did
time
for
the
thief
"to ply his vocation
SPECIFICATIONS FOB LAYING CAST IBCN PIPE
somewhat more popular style would be ered in with bright prospectsand the harCatarrh. Diseases peculiar to Women and Priand we hope to see him captured unless
Laying of pipe to includefurnishing of lead, vate Diseases made a specialty.
no less acceptableand appropriate.The vest of autumn be gatheredwith satisfacThe only office in the state which gives' genuine
le celebrates
N. W. Ogden says that yarn, and all tools and other materials;also setgeneral character of the exercises illus- tion. The only life that is a success is the the parties that stole his lumber on last ting of specialcastings, gate, gate box and making Compound Oxygen. In addition to our present
connectionswith welt aud the presentsuction electricappliances we have recently purchasedar.
trated the class motto which appearec one made of actions which are the fruit of Monday from the old pier ground and pipe, and completingthe laying so as to stand a eleirent Electric Chair, supplied with both the
drew
It to Holland had more money than water pressure of 175 pounds per square inch after JaratllcandGalvaniccurrents. Electric.Vapor,
over the arch in white upon a back- pure motives. This essay was followed
and MedicatedBaths given when required. Also
they otherwise would have bad for beer.
ground, "Finis coronal opus,” ‘'The end with a solo, "When the Heart is Young,’’
Ail pipe and special castingsto be laid deep a full line of Spectacles and Lenses— the finest
Doc.
enough to allow four feet cover, when a greater quality constantly on hand.
. crowns the work." - The exercises were by Mrs. Hummer who sang with much
rec-'"-*
w’ actual cost
depth is required
by- the city, only
char
shall be charged
for the extra woik. The city reWhat Our Patients Say
accordingto the following program:
West
Olive.
tenderness, the audience showing their
series the right
rigu.to
.v. v..,...*...
— v route
.v
serves
change the
by giving’
.. toBea d
Beflect
Act !
Invocationtice to
the
contractor
before
--------------- ------ the
—
Pipe
is
delivered
high appreciationof her ganging,, as of
It issUll very dry here. .. .Crops seem as originallydesignated, or trenches dug. or afterMasic— “Santa Lncia." Messrs. Kroraer, Grant,
Pentwater, Oct. 10, 1894.
yore, by generousapplause. Master ‘ Wil- to be doing very well considering the wards by paying for any work done aud expense DrS. B. S. & Co.
Shepardand Grant.
of removing pipe to where it is to be laid
Latin Salutatory- Jercmias Kruidehier, Holland lie Nye next gave a sketch of the life and drouth. Oats are suffering the worst ____
Gentlemen—yw ife, who had dropsy
The packingto be good hemp, well twisted and
Mr. F. Wabbel has moved back Into this driven. The lead to be of firstouaiitv.All joints of the heart, and had been given up to die
City, Mich.
times of William of Orange. He was the
township again, living at present in a to be at least one and oue-balf inches deep and by our best physicians, has, under your
Music— Plano Solo, “FantasieImpromptu.” Miss 'iberatorof the Netherlandsfrom the tyrbouse on Mr. John Connell’s place on the flush with the bqU after caulking.
treatment for the past two months, rapidAnnie Graves.
All refuse pipe or other material to be removed
anny
of
the
despotic
Fhilip,
and
res- lake shore. It is a common remark here to such place in the city as the Board of Water ly improved and we believe a permanent
Highways to Success in Life-William J. Duiker.
cued his people from the horrors of the that if a person once gets their feet wet Commissionersmar directwithout extra compen- recovery will be the result. Her ImproveGrand Haven, Mich.
in the Pigeon River thev never get awav sation.
ment has been far beyond our expectation
The Pioneer- John W. E. Vlsscher,Holland, inquisition. Like Washingtonwith
The contractor to keep pipeing in order for at
to stay a great while.
. .Mr. C. Dreese is
and for which we arc very grateful.
least 90 days after the water Is let in.
Mich.
us be was held in the grateful remem- worse again and is not expected to live
Yours
B. C. Hardy.
SPECIFICATION FOB GATE AND GATE BOXES
/ Music-Base Solo, “Barcarolle.’' Mr. G. C Shep- brance of the Dutch people as the ong
Mr. Mile’s step-motherhas gone
ard.
One six-inch gate, double disc brass mounted.
Asthma Cured.
One cast iron adjustable gate box
‘Father of his Country," and bad back home, her son having come after
Relations of Labor and Capital-B William Lamher. While here she met with an acciTraverse City, July ISlh. 1883.
By order of the Board of Water Commissioners
mers, Cedar Grove, Wis.
gone into history as one of the most sa- dent which hindered her walking. She
Eight weeks ago I took ray wife to Drs.
o. H. Sirr. Clerk.
Decisive Action-PeterIlolicman, Drentbe, Mich. gacious statesmenjof his time. The clos- went home a cripple..;,Mr. T. Keppel,
B. S. A Co. for examination, she having
Music— Violin Solo, “Scene de Ballet,” Miss ing essay of the program was given by of Holland City, has commenced shipbeen suffering from abdomlnialdropsy for
Annie Miller.
ping
his^ wood from here for his wood
the
last ten years, ber natural weight
Miss Gertrude Higgins. She maintained,
Thoughts on IntellectualLife, with the Valedicyard
Mr. J. Snell Is to move to Musbeing 113 pounds and at the time she
and quite successful too, that an educa- kegon this week.... Mr. F. Fielding,of
tory.- Ralph Bloemendaal,Cedar Grove, Wis.
weighed 175. She could not wear a butMusic-Grand Duo. Misses Graves and Miller, vj tion was a very great aid in the building Robinson, aged 83 years, reads the finest
toned shoe and had terrible spells of dizConferring of Certificatcs-UponMembers of the of even so bumble, though useful a struc- print without the aid of glasses. .. .Anziness almost amounting to apoplexy,
"A” Class.
nouncements: Preaching Saturday evenbut from the first she has received rapid
ture as a hencoop. It was often asserted
Degrees Conferred-A.B. upon Ralph Bloemening; Sunday School Sunday 10:30; Class
improvement, has no more of those undaai, William J. Duiker. Peter Hollemsn, that an education was of no practical meeting 11:30; Prayer meeting Thursday
conscious spells and has lost ten pounds
"G. vv."
Jercmias Krnidenier, B. William Lammcra, value, that the doctor and lawyer were
We will buy all the Stave aud Heading in weight and we have every reason to
John W. £. Vlsscher.
g!id to hie them hence and live upon
Bolts you can make and deliver the year believe she will improve until her health
• A. M., in Course, upon Claes of 1883is entirely restored or as well ns any one
round,
viz:
“mother’s fool,” so-called. An education
When a book raises your spirits and
can expect to be at her age.
Music— “Spanish Serenade,” Messrs. Kromer,
Oak
Stave Bolts, 30 inches long.
cannot take the place of brains, but who inspires you with noble and courageous
Grant, Shepardand Grant.
I have been an intense sufferer from
White Ash Stave Bolts. 30 inches long.
feelings,seek no other rule to Judge
asthma for thirty years and suffered everyMaster’s Oration-“OiientalWoman, and Mis- can correctlyestimate what be, that makes
Elm Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
the book by. It is good, and made by a
thing but death aud by these Doctors have
. _-~«i«ps/’ Albert Oilmans,Grand Rapids, Mich.
Black Ash Stave Bolts, 33 inches long.
life a success with little education, might
- Music— •‘Concerto. Two Violins and Piano,” have done had he been educated. The good workman.
Black Ash Heading Bolts 88 inches long been restored to comparativehealth. They
Misses Graves, Miller and Mr. Lawson.
Basswood Heading Bolts, 38 inches long. have relieved me of Asthma so that I
energy, perseveranceand industrynecessleep well, eat well, and work well for a
Doxology and BenedictionPine Heading Bolts, 20 inches long.
man of my years. If my wife’s health is
sary
to
secure
an
education,
of
themselves,
For
making
contracts
or
further
inIt is readily seen that the subjects
formationapply to Fixter’s Stave Factory. restored equally with my own it is all I
forcasts
success.
A
duet,
"See
the
pale
chosen by the speakers were of a very
could ask for and more than we had any
ED. YEP SCHURE, Supt.
practicalnature and would at once enlist moon” by Prof. Shepard and Mrs. Humreason ever to expect. I have often sat
or to G. Van Putten & Sons’ store.
Dissolution Notice,
on the porch and prayed that the lightthe sympathy of the audience. The ora- mer came next, and was beautifully renNoticeJ* hereby given that the copart
ning would strike me dead, and end my
copartnership
tions were generallywell deliveredand dered. The diplomas were then pre-in'Landegenii
Landeee
suffering,but the Lord’s ways are not our
latd J h * K^r^h
Tyler Van
under the firm name of van
•elicited the^nthusiasticapplause of the sented to the graduates by Supt. Hummer
ways. He knew there was a party who
legend i Kerjthof,
Landeeend*
v of
.was on the _____
16th day
____
would relieveme, but let me suffer on unaudience. In connectionwith the excel- and the exercisesclosed with another June, A. D. ___
1886,_ _dissolved
by motuai consent.
All debts owing the tald partnerahlpare to be
til my deliverer came, which they did in
lent oration on '•Oriental Woman and chorus, which was nicely sung by the received by the eaid Tyler Van Landegend,and all
good time, and thanks to Drs. B., S. A
demands
on
the
laid
partnerahlp
are
to
be
presenschool,
and
the
benediction
pronounced
Minions,,l it may be proper to state that
Co., I now work several hours a day at
ted to him for payment, as be Is anthorlzedto
Mr. Albert Oilmans contemplates enter- by the Rev. Mr. Karsten. The essays settle all debts due to and by the said firm.
hoeing or other farm labor which seems
D Dated at Holland City this 16th day of June, A.
ing the missionary field, hoping to make were all well preparedand reflect much
miremlooicum.” almost increditnbleto those who kuew of
I m unrivalledMd petrleu medicines.”
my former suffering.
credit upon their authors. Master William
TYLER VAN LANDEGEND,
Japan his home in a few months.
And not* the /oUowing :—

were unable to obtain seats. The decora- from the May morning to the Juno u oon
tions were after a somewhat now and tide and the autumnal evening. To the
original design and left a pleasing Impres- youth the future always looks bright and
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The commencement exercises have
brought the college year to a close.

It

Bertsch was UDfortUnatelyill

and

JAN KERKHOF ........

there-

fore unable to be present. The subject

has been a year of marked progress in of bis esssay was "The Life and Times
the institution and since this was its of Washington."The ball was tastefully

with evergreens, plants and
manhood, flowers, and the floral gifts to the mem-

Notice to Builders and
Contractors of Water

and under so able a corps of professors
and present efficientadministration,we

bers of the class were very numerous and
pretty and were delivered by the friends

cannot doubt but what a brighter future In person at the close of the exercises
is still in store for her.

owing
as

High School Commencement.

shorten the program

as possible. We believe that

every person in the audience will bear us

The closing exercises of the graduating out
class

to a desire to

much

in saying that the

The class of this tear

is

the largest gradu-

ated since our High School was re-estab
liehed,numbering three ladies and three

gentlemen.The music for the occasion
was excellent. The choruses by the
pupils of the High School showed careful
training and gave good satisfaction. The
aolos and duets by Mrs. Hummer and
Prof. Shepard

were

finely rendered and

heartily appreciated. Miss

Reka Boone

presided at the piano and deserves much
credit for the manner in which she ren-

dered the accompanim^ts. After the

In-

vocation by Rev. Dr. Steffens,the pupils

proprietor,

Sealed proposals will be received by the
Board of Water Commissioners of the City
of Holland,Michigan, for the building of
a well for Water Works and such other
work as may be necessary to connect well
with the Pumping 5Iachinery of the Holland City Water Works, according to the
following specifications,viz:

GENERAL CONDITIONSTO
class just graduated

BE OBSERVED
COMPLIED WITH BY BIDDERS.

AND

of our High School occurred at the acquitted themselves with credit; to them-

Opera House on Thursday evening, before a large and appreciativeaudience.

made the following cures, proof of

Works

twenty-firstcommencement,Hope college decorated
has arrived at the age of full

W. A. Chandelkr.

TOOMAE’ ECLECTRIC OIL

community.

Any

Toothache. ...in 3 minutes
Earache ........ “
“
Backache ..... « 2 Honrs

a

Lameness....." 3 Days
Coughs ......... “ 20 Minutes
Hoarseness..

.

...........

“

1

“ 24
"

Hour
Hours

-

Women have filled positions of

women,

states-

_______

artists,warriors,rulers, Inven-

tors, preachers, lecturers,journalists,au-

To have an appetite proportionalto
thors, etc. Sappho, was a gifted Grecian that^of a robin, a man would have to
poetess of the sixth century B C. Cleo- devour daily sixty-soven feet of sausage
patra was introducedas the ruler. Joan tine inches in diameter.

u

“
“
"

<*

Days

5

outset.

__

iu a

separately,

its desire to Increase or reduce the amount •*?- FortoiifM,gK)c»re
of work to be done, the price of such inprlc<‘ low'
crease or reduction to be pro rato the
same as the price given in the bid.

*nd

The Board of Water Commissioners reserving the right to increase or reduce ns
stated twenty five per cent.

Muskegon, Mich,, Dec. 15, 1685.
Editor Pionw, Sib:
I would like to state through the columns of
your paper to thore that are rick that I am at Muskegon being treated by Dre. Booth, Sweet & Co.
W lien I came to them for treatment I was failing
eo faet I had about given up all;bope of ever getting well, but thoughtI would try thoee doctors as
a last resort. I have been here uow four weeks
aud am gaining In flesh and feel that Ishall eventually regain mv health. I would say that I found
the doctors to be just what they advertise to be.
ami that all who are suffering from chronic difllcuitieswill do well to consult them.
John W. Ramsey

South Bend, Ind., June 6. 1835.
Drs. B. s. & Co.,
Gentlemen:— Allow me to0 express my thanks
for the kind and skillful toeatmentreceived Iroin
Deafness ......
a
you. WhOh I came 10 you I had no hope and no
fniih . and It wav the hardest work that 1 coi'ld do
Pain of Burn..
5 Minutes to
make up my mind to come to you, as I had
tried so many doctors and speut §0 much money
Painof Scald.
“
and all to do no good to me. I believed there was
no help for me, and thought all doctors were
Croup it will ease in 5 minutes, and positively
humbugs, or else they were very much mistaken
cur* any ewe when used at the
1
in ray complainia. Some eaid 1 had tape worms,
some said 1 had consumption,some said Bright’s
Remember that Dr. Thomas’ Edectric Oil disease,one said
" ‘
id cancer of the stomach,
I 'hail
someone thing and some another; none knew.
When I called on Drs. B. S. & Co., they gave ran
a very careful examination. They said they
could help me, and told me how migth it would
cost. I thought as a last resort I would trv once
more, as I had been urged so hard 10 call on them
by those who had been treated by them,
I am happy to say that to-day 1 am a well mau.
The first and second months f thought 1 should
never live to go half way through wlih the course
but It was a struggle for life, and I fought the battle and won the victory. 1 owe my life to Drs. B.
8. & Co. I would say to all poor sufferers, call on
them before it is too fate.
I am your friend and Drs, B. S. A Co.’s sincere
friend for life:
B. 8. Hall.
.

proposal which
sang "March of the Men of Molecb.”
would
render
it liable to a double meanreception to the guests of the city' which
Miss Minnie Markham then called the ating or any misunderstandingas to its real
we assuredly wish to do, but the ball mat- intent will be deemed sufficient cause for
tention of the audienceto "Some Noted
THE LEONARD
ter must be credited to other parties, prob- its rejection.
Clianablx, with MovWomen.” From the earliesttimes
No bids will be received for material or able Fluea, Solid Ash,
ably to the "EoterlainmeQl,'cotomittee,
woman’s influencehas been a very imvOjrvedand Ornamentand we decidedly object to this placing of labor except by those who have had expe- ed, Tbiplx Walled.
rience in the work to be done.
portant factor of society. All civilized
Charcoal Fillid and
our names in such a connection.
Price of well and price of all other work Metal Lined, making
nations secure promotion in proportion as
Five Walla in all. ouuu
Solid
Charles Scott,
mentioned in bid to be given
they recognize and appreciateher work.
so
that
if
the
Board
of
Water
CommissionL^kI.%f^VAriIsaac Cappon.
pointed men to aid in giving a courteous

ambiguity

can furnishon application.

BoreThroat.

All bids must conform to the requirements of the specifications.
Bids for laying pipe must include setting all necessary special cablings, gate
For the Holland City Neves.
aud gate box.
All bids must be accompaniedwith a
The editor will please allow us to corbond of at least ten per cent of the amount
rect an error which, to our regret, was
of the bids, that in case the Bid is acpublished in the last issue of the News.
cepted the parties will enter into contract
After placing the undersigned on a with the City of Holland within ten days
"Receptionand Executive Committee," It after the acceptanceof such bid, and give
a satisfactorybond to said city that they
was added, "The program for Thursday
will furnish the material and do the work
evening, as mapped out by the Executive bid upon according to the specifications
Committee, consistsof a reception at Mac- aud contract.
The preliminary bonds attached to the
atawa and a Ball." Now we doubt the
proposal must in all cases be correctly aud
fact, that the said Executive Committee
tully executed and the sureties must be
did any such thing; we are certain that we satisfactoryto the Board of Water Commapped out no such program of our ap- missioners. ’
fclves, their teachers,and the

ha,
which the

Pot Sale by

Ri

Ranters & Sons

Report

of Cases.

Below wo give a few extracts from letterswhich
have been received from those taking home treatment Oxygen.
A lady from Danville. Ky,. who has been a sufferer from Bronchitis and Catarrh ordered borne
treatment in May. A letter from her husband
dated Aug. 2nd, in which be ordered a second
treatment saying: “Mrs.
has been nslng
your Oxygen for three months. Bbe has greatly
improved. Is a new woman.”
A patient had Asthma and Dyspepsia,reported
as follows,Jane 18th: “In March last I sent for u
supply of your Compound Oxygen whlcn reached
me early in April. I commenced using it at once
and am greatly benefiitcd. Believe I am entirely
cored of dyspepsia and Asthma.”
Mrs. D. — — »was gratified with Oxygon in Hay
Fever. Instead of prostration for a month after
her attack, she was as well as ever in a few days.
Dr. Robert Bartholow, in bis late works on the
practiceof medicine, recornttfends Oxygen in
fatty degeneration and dilationof the heart, emphysema of the langs, asthma, etc.

-

form of

Holland City.

a

Greek cross. The wings will be extend

ed 900 feet as necessity requires.The building
ITS INSTITUTIONSAND INTEBE8TB.

tion around the head of the bay.

and Detroit, south-eastto
Kalamazooand Toledo, and south to

oast to Grand Rapids

Joseph and Chicago, and westward,its harbor

RANGE

w. J. SCOTT’S.

Lake

I ALCOTT.

It. K.

*

Holland, Mich., May

t7.15amjLv. .Calumet.A lO.'JOpm
8.05
..Hancock ____ +0.1(iam

!

.M.H.&O. R.R.

1

+8.30amLv Houghton A +7.30pm
9.!i) ••
. L’Ause. ..
6.10 •*
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ici

11.00 " .. Republic.... 5.20 **
iJ.lOpm ..Ishpetning... 3.30 "
12.25 ••
. Negaonee.
S.G1- "
1.00 •• A MarquetteLv 3.00 "
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.

185(5.

13.

"

O
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»

.

1

.

ill

H2I

"

Hi

‘

“

1

WATSON

.

ours, and tho
creator part of the dwellingserected the past

Bangor ........

year are stylishand well built.

1 45 7 10 2 55! 1 45
2 00 7 23 3 17 2 55
3 03 6 15 1 33; 5 20
p m. p.m
i. m.|p.

Grand Junction.
Holland ........

Mai.. Exp Exp. Exp. Exp.

W. \V. Heed, druggist, of Winchester,
and West Allegan
was organizedhere, pur- Ind., writes: "Oue of my customers,
chased a tract of more than forty acres of land Mrs. LouUr Pike, Bartoni’a, Randolph,
on the south side of Macatawa Bay, which are Co., Ind., was a long suffererwith concommodiously fitted up for their fair grounds. sumption,and was given up l<> die by her
Their first fair held last fall was a splendid suc- physicians. She heard of Dr. King’s
cess, and placed the enterprise at its first start New Discovery for Consumption, and be
gan buying it nf me. In six months
on a sound financial basis. This season the
West Michigan Bornological Society will hold its she walked to this city, a distance of six
miles, nnd is now so much improved she
fair in connectionwith it, and those who know
has quit using it. She feels she owes her
best, say we will have a better show of fruit than
life to it." Free trial bottlesat H. Walsh’s
the old State society can get up.
drug
Among onr undeveloped interests is a fine bed
of the Waverly sandstonewithin two miles of
Oils !
our city limits.Its quality is equal and similar
Lard, Bollea-aud all kinds of Machine
Last year the South Ottawa

Agriculturiol Society

store.

i

p.

the famous Berea sandstone of Ohio, and the
is

ore now pendingto enlistcapitalto develop these

f«*r sale at greatly reduced prices at
drugstoreof
Dr. W. VAN PU FTEN.

Oils

practically inexhaustable.Negotiations the

quarries.

We have a prosperous lodge of F. and A. M.
and the establishment
of a chapter is proposed;
I. O. O. F. and D. of R.

Van Raalte Post G.

A.

;

K. of L. and A. C.

be

Macatawa Eesorts.

in

103 M-mroo

St,'

Grand Rapids,

EQUAL TO THE BEST MADE

IN

THE

CITY.

SPECIAL RATES TO CLDBS. CLASSES, ETC.

Holland ..............10 10
....... 11 05
Ferrysburg ..........11 10
Muskegon . 3rd street 11 45

ing "beautiful water."

m.;p. m.
05
Ferrysbsrg .......
27
Grand Haven ....... 2 10 12 32
Holland .............. 3 00 1 20
Ip.m.
p.

Muskegon. 3rd street
...

MACATAWA PARK.

0

acres of this tract covered with

...

103

nnd VALUABLE
have them copied and

nificent forests, remaining 50 acres Include
narrow peninsula between Lake Michigan and
Macatawa Bay. On the latter are located a
hotel containing 32 rooms for guests, 20 summer
cottages, a pavilionfor dancing etc., 300 feet in
circumference, bathing houses and other buildings. Also Government buildings,life saving
station and light house. Macatawa Park is
owned by stockholders, teu iu number, of whom
nine reside iu Holland, oue iu Chicago. Officers,
President. Heber Walsh ; Secretary,H. D. Post ;
Treasurer, President Chas. Scott, of Hope College; C. A. Dutton,* Superintendentof Park. It
was established for purpose of furnishing a summer home for tho 'people of Western Michigan.
Cottage sites leased at the nominal rent of $5
per year. No intoxicating liquors are kept or
sold upon the Park grounds. The hotel at tho
Park is under tho managementof James Ryder,
a most genial landlord, while the excellent dinners for which it is famous, are prepared nnder
the superintendenceof Mrs. Ryder. Rates 82
per day, 83 per week.

..

call special attention to the shelves

it!
Gee

; Go to Mrs. D. M.
Co. for your
millinery. Hals sold so cheap that all
can afford to pay for skilled labor iu trimming. As heretofore, lining and elastic

Wm.

-

a.

feet on Latte Michigan,and is in the

10
45
50
83

Notice to Teachers.

WEST &

O.

F.

G.

J.

05

1105

25
33

furnished.
Office and Shop on Riuer street,
near the corner of Tenth street,

EL BOO 1TB,
During

Season of 1886.

the

Those horses

are jet

black, as were their ances-

tors; they have a fine pedigree and are a? yet but
two years and ton months old. This Is their first

I

A.

C.

BOONE,
1886,

MARKET

BEST WAGONS.

is

going on in the stock of

Dry Goods & Groceries,
at

the store of

The Best livery in the City.

BUGGIES.

B. WYNHOFF,
Diess Goods, Table Linens,
Skirts, Hosiery.
,

,

White Goods,

in endless variety.
A

full

and complete line of

CROCKERY
I

Platform, Combination &

A. C.

To which I Invite the attention (Of all who desire
a light and durable wagou.

have^Jie agency in this city

Needle Gas Lamp.

It is the secret of bealtb.

WYNHCFF.
1888
B.

Holland, June

14.

l

OhMUkentlielead to
the itlcs of that dut of

anything in the

tmedlei, »nd hi* giren
aimutt universal uuuto:-

idURPHY EROS..

before

Pari*.Tex
the favor cf

G has won
the publicand now ranks
among the leading Modi--eaoftheoildom.
A. L. SMITH.

Painting

Purchas-

ing Elsewhere,
J. FLIEMAN,

Holla np. M'ch. March

18,

1S86.

9 lyr.

»d,rbAr

dated December eighteenth. 1883, to Charlce 8torng. laid assignmentwas recordedon December
twenty-fourth, 1893, in laid RegistersOffice. In
was by failure to pay Interest due on September
twenty-sixth. 1885. aud said Interesthaving since
remained unpaid nnd in arroar.said assignee hereby declares the whole amount of said mortgace
due and payable; and upon which mortgagethere
Is claimed due at this date seven hundred and
twenty-twodollars, and also six dollars and seventv-two centa for taxes paid by said assignee
and no suit or proceedings having been Instituted
at low to recover the p&ni6. notice ie hereby clvcti
that on July twenty-eighth. 1«M. at one o.clock in
the afternoon, said mortgagewill be foreclosed by
ssle of the mortgaged premises at public auction
at the front door of the Ottawa County Court
House. Grand Haven. Michigan, to pay amount
due on said mortgage, with Interest and foreclosure
costs,said premisesbeing the north half of the
north east quarter of Section twenty-three. In
Town six. north of Range sixteen west, in Ottawa
County, Michigan.
Dated April 29, 1886.

C. POST,

CHARLES STORING.
»' '’•’W-

Attorney.

AND

hardwood lin^.

and See Me

1886.

Mortgage Sale.

CAPT. FRED MINIER,

Goods delivered free of charge.

ALL KINDS OF OARS

1,

These lamps are a great im
provement on all other lamps
;both as to quantity of oil Holland and Saugatnci,
used and the amount of light
DOUGLAS.
which they give. Call and
The Staunch and Fait Steamer
see them.

am making

and Wagon

VAN RAAI^fE.

Default hiving been mode in the conditions of e
certain mortgage from lede Gla» to Edward J.
Herrington, dated September twenty-airtb, JS8S.

J-

Express Wagons,

,

GIVE ME A CALL!

sf

have recently commenced the manufactureof

Carriage

STREET.

Hearse and Carriages
FOR FUNERALS.

13-tf.

always on hand.

2t.

—

Hacks for Weddings, Private
Parties and Reoeptjons.

Proprietor.

1

:

make

of

Livery and Sale Stable,

Genuine Cyclone

30 11 25
05 12 15
......
18 12 30 .....
80 1 00
p ni.

Etc

caficot be beat, and I

Proprietor

Holland, Mich., April

Manufacures aud sells the

Painter®. Calciminers and all others
using Brushes ^fhould recollect that my
stock Is the largest, the t est, and the They
cheapest stock in this part of the state.
Call and see at the drug store bf
10
Dr. W. VAN PUTTEN.

18S8.

pay you.

iOLLAND

FLIEMAN

I

27,

V&n

—

nvlte all

r

H.

&

HUNTLEY.

JAS.
Holland, May

Will be at the Sale Stable of

H.
Holland, Mich., April 29.

Mix.
mJp.m. a.m.

AND

Mouldings,
Brackets, etc. made and
Doors, Blinds,

OO.,

MADISON 8T., CHICAGO, IU8.,

Marcus and Dick

will

BUGGIES

you.

JOHN
862 W.

stallionsIn this part of the country andl

Applicationsto teach In the Holland
Public Schools twill be received by the
I have on hand a lagre assortment of
Board of Education until 7:30 p. in., Friday, Jute 25, 1880.
0. E. Yates. Secretary.
Which I will dispose of at the lowest possible
figures.
Holland, Mich., Jane ll, 1886. 19-3t.

cure

To cure any case. With each order received by us
for six boxes, accompanied with $5X0, wo will
send the purchaser our written guaranteeto rofund tho money if the treatment does not effect
a euro. Guarantees issued only by

Hand Railing, Sash

Stairs.

season. They are undoubtedlythe best Norman

CARPENTER. Gen. Pass. Agt.
CHURCHILL Station A«eut.
J.

The true remedy has at lari been disMay 24th work was begun oft the new hotel,
"The Ottawa," by John Rowson Bros., contrac- covered. It Is Golden Seal Bitter.®.It is Call
tors, and completed iu thirty-fivedays. It is an to be found at your drug store. It makes
imposing structure 135 feet fronting on Macatawa wonderful cure®. Use it now. It will
ICO

10
10
in
11

Canada.

14'3m.

!

West’s Niuve and Brain Treat-

for the celebrated

A. Gavett.

Bay and

50
17
22
05

All other train? daily except Sunday.
trains run by Central Standard time.
Ticket* to all point? in the United States and

I

The building on Eighth street, now occupied by R. A. Hunt as a saloon will be
sold cheap ami on easy terras. Inquire of
Mrs. E. Kritsenga.

Brashes

E. C.

Dairy.

l?-tf

Building For Sale.

WEST MICHIGAN PARK ASSOCIATION.
(Tke West M'chigan Park Association was
formed January 2d, 1SS6, by the following named
gentlemen : A. B. Watson, J. B. Mullikeu,Don
Leathers, J. K. V. Aguew, J. H. Carpenter,Geo.
N. Davis, M. W. Rose, Wm. A. Smith, U.B.
Rogers and Wm. A. Gavott. Subsequently the
membership was ' increased to oue hundred,
principally of Grand Rapids, and comprisessome
of the best and most wealthy of her citizens. A
tract of eighty acres of land was purchased and
the. Association incorporated with the following
officers : President, J. K. V. Aguew; Secretary,
Wm. A. Smith ; Treasurer, M. W. Rose ; Manager,

scientific

principles aud perserves the originalflavor
of each kind of fond because the air is
kept dry nnd pure by the Patent Perfected
System of ventilation; also the best and
latest Improved Lawn Mower, the only
nrower that wld cut narrow borders nnd
close to walls at E. VAN DER VEEN’S
Hardware Store. Latest Improved Lawn
Rake. Try
i8-4t

free.

Db

ment, q ffuarantood Bnccifio for Hysteria, Dizziness, Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia,
Hcaancho,Nervous Prostrationcaused by the use
of alcohol or tobacco. Wakefulness,Mental Depression, Softening of tho Brain resulting in incanity nnd loadingto misery, decay and death.
Premature Old Ago, Barrenness,Loss of power
in either sex. Involuntary Losses and Spormntorrhcea causod byovor-oxortion
of thobroin, selfabuse or over-indulgence.Each box contains
one month's treatment. $1.00 a box, or six boxes
for $5.00, seat by mail propaidon receipt of price.

t
All

The Best in the World!

are furnished

done on short notice.

InterestedIn horses to call and look them over. It

10
10

Allegan ............ 9 05 4
Hamilton ......... 9 37, 5
Fillmore ............. 9 47, 5
Holland ...........
10 05' 5

kinds of buildings, fin1 ished and completed.
Planing and Re-sawing

:o 10

1

Is constructedupon purely

9 00
9 03
9 30

for all

ST..

Health is Wealth

a.m. p.tm.

7 10 8
7 32 9
7 35 9
8 10 10

03
20
30

FROM ALLEGAN TO

New Perfection Refrigerator.

mag-

820

40
25
30
10

am

...

igan. 2

p.pt.

1 40; 12
2 05 It

P.m.

R. KanterfiifcSons.

iu Allegan and Ottawa counties upon Lake Mich-

5
6
6
7

FROM HOLLAND TO ALLEGAN
!

Leonard Refrig*rator. They are of
meansolid galvan zed iron, with no folds or
crevices, or wood to mold. Sole agents,

Consist* of tract of 250 acres of land situated

m. p.m. p. m.

JAS. HUNTLEY,

JACKSON’S GALLERY Estimates given
MONROE
GRAND RAPIDS.

45
5 55
6 85

FROM MUSKEGON TO HOL LAND.

iu the

of lake

a.

05 6 80
3 43 6 30
3 47 6 40
4 15 7 15
3

Grand Haven

SONS.

enlarged. Call and examine my work
whether you wish any done or not.
Remember the name and number

....... 9 00 12 50 11 00 4 45
Zeeland ..............9 52
11 42 3 27
Holland ..............10 05 1 30 11 50 5 35

a m. p.m.

R. KANTERS &
Holland, Mich., May 20, 1880.

OLD

Brine in your

PICTURES and

5

FROM HOLLAND TO MUSKl GON.

If found lo contain any adulteration,
the seller is authorized to return the
money to the purchaser.

Copying and Enlarging-

THE FINE BLOODED NORMAN
STALLIONS

Grand Rapids

tint

only.

ptm. p.m.

p. in.

Oil,

to

m.

a.

We guaranteeour Heady Made Colors to
made oi two-thirds Strictly Pure White

Lead and one-thirdBest Selected Zinc,

Bole Prop’s West’s Liver Pllii.

Don’t forget that the beat and. cheapest Holland...........
3
...... 3
Prepared Paints in the city can he pro- nilmore.
Hamilton. ..... 3
cured
Dr. W. VAN PU JTEN’S.
Allegan ............ 4

We

It.

Pure Linseed
and the necJackson’s Gallery, grouud
essary colors
give them the desired

FROM GRAND RAPIDS TO HOLLAND.

at

R.

Name "Macatawa,’’ Indian name

Prepared Paints

p.m

m. p.m. a.m. a. m.

Holland ............ 3 05 8 15 tl 45 10 05
Zeeland ............. 3 18
4 56 10 20
Grand Rapids ........ 4 00 S 55 5 45 11 00

Machine

local painters here claim it to he
the best they have ever used. Do
not buy any other before you

GUARANTEE.

WE GUARANTEE SIX BOXES

FROM HOLLAND TO GRAND RAPIDS

HiraculousEscape.

The

—

--- hi

Mlcb.

show more new buildingsthan

,

Prepared Paints.

MET [HIM

.

Nsl

JUST LOOK THESE OVER.

the celebrated

ab

have examined

.

No town on the eastern shore of equal size cau

agency for

.

.

aggregate weekly circulationof 9,000 copies.

the

.

.

stone

!

15-3m.

Buys One Bozen

-“s

cl"
towards making the several Parks popularas a
~ c ~
summer resort.A number of fine cottages have
D.. M. & M.
No. 4.
No. 2
No. 1.
No. 3.
been erected near tho hotel grounds. Near the
R. R.
hotel Mr. Scott has a flue skating rink or dancing
+7.00am 1.4(ipm Lv Marq’ttel A *2.U5pm t5.30pm
hall 00x100 feet with a hard wood floor, and is a
2.30 "
.. Onota ..... 1.13 •• 4.05 "
905 " 2.5U " .. .Au Train .. 1-2.45" 3.35 “*
popular resort for dancers and skaters. Rates 82
10.(0
3.25 " ...Munising
12.05 *'
2.80 "
per day.
10.30 “
3.44
. Reedsboro2
11.47am 2 00 ••
MACATAWA GROVE.
12.20pm 4.50 " ... .Scnev3.
10.40 " 12.05 “
For our churches, and institutionsof learning,
1.45 "
5.50 " .. Dollarville.. 9.56 " 11.00 "
East of Scott's landing, frontingou tho bay,
2.05
"
5.57 " . .Newberry
we challengecomparison with any town of its Mr. E. J. Harrington,of Holland, has platted a
9 50 " 10.30 "
4.15 •’
7.25 " .... Palms ..... 6.31 "
•U5 "
size. Hope College, the educational centre of tract of laud and divided it into cottage lots,
5.00 "
7.46 ’•
Moran
6.11 "
7.42 11
the Reformed Church in the west, was chartered which are sold at 8100 each. Three fine cottages
5.50 "
615 "
St. Iguace4
7.15 "
7.(0 9.00 - AMack. C’y5 Lv 7.00 "
in 1800. In its three departments it now has 151 have already been built bore.
— ~
students, and is steadily increasingin numbers
Via M.C. or (».
* ~
STEAMBOAT CONNECTIONS.
R. & I. Roads
and financial strength.With tho improvement
A; Connections.
The above resorts are all located about six
^ ^ J. 3
and added facilities now in progress and prospect, f
miles from Holland. They are reached from
9 30pm Lv Mack. Cy A 6 15am
it will become the leading college of the eastern
here by boat. The steamer Macatawa, owned
6 15am A Hay City Lv 10 25pm
shore. Tho question of the co-education of the
aud managed by Capt. E. J. Harrington, Jr., - = r C 7 40 *• " Saginaw C’y" 8 35 "
10 80 " “ Gd. Rapids “ 5 05 **
sexes, has been practicallysettled here for years,
makes four daily trips between Holland and the
1 40pm " Kalamazoo “ 2 15 "
y.SlT
and tbo ladies have equal rights and privilegesin
10 4<>:nn “ Pt. Huron " 4 10 "
resorts. Carrying capacity of boat 530. Last
5 ? o
Hope College.Especial attentionwill be paid to
10 50 " •* Detroit " 6 05 "
pi?
year 23,000visitedthe Porks without a single ac8
10pm
Buffalo
"
normal instruction, and those intending tobo9 00am
cident. The steam yacht Geo. P. Savidgo, makes
7 45 *• " Toronto
9 15 "
come teachers will .do well to look over the
half hourly trips between the various resorts and !gl= 8 18am " Montreal " 8 00pm
facilities and inducements Hope College offers.
C'J 2 20pm
Quebec “ 2 30
ou Lake Michigan.
1 Guam
New York " 6 (Ki "
Our public schooli will not suffer by comparIs* I 2 E5pm "
*' Boston
3 00 "
r-S5
ison with auy in Michigan, and offer excellent
Special Assessors Notice.
advantagesfor popular education.
Clerks Oftice, June Ttk, 1886,
5 Express Trains No?. 1 and 2 make close conThe manufacturing interests of Holland are
To Simon De Boer. Evart Takkeu, Antonie nections with night trains from and to all Eastern
not yet such as our commercial position and Bonwcnse. Albert Kynlnk, Dirk Dirksen, Daniel aud Canadian points, on both Michigan Central
Krnldenlcr. J. Albers. Albert De Weerd, Cornells and Grand Rapids A Indiana Railroad*.
facilities for distributionwarrant, but still wo do
Van Der Bie, Klaus Van Doesbnre.Ulke De Vries,
A
E. W. ALLEN,
something in -the way of making things to self. P. Winter, Johannes Dykema, Jan Prukken.1s- Gen 1 Superintendent, Gen. Pas?. A Ticket Agt
Marquette.
Marquette,Mich.
No town in Michigan tans more leather than tatc of B. Hotnkes, John De Boer, Anje Bolhuis,
R E. Werkman, Adrlaan Van Pntten, Mrs. Nies,
Holland. The manufactured products of our
Albert Zuidema. Cornelia A. Raflenund,C. De
tannerieswill make our aggregate value of oue Jong, A. M. Kanters,PietemeJIaVer Schnre,
Chicago and West Michigan Railway.
Third
Reformed Church. G. J. Te Winkle, Estate
milliou dollars per year. Our flouring mills have
of A. Plaggcr, John Pieters, G. J. Diekemn. R.
Taking Effect Sunday, May 30, 18SG.
a capacityto manufacture 400 barrels of flour
Schaddelee, Charles Genshaw. P. (Jesting,Alford
per day; tbo character of their product is so ex- Finch, Herman Van Ark, G. Van Ark, John W.
FROM HOLLAND TO CHICAGO.
ceptionallygood as to give our millers their Bosman, Geo. H. Sipu, Wm. Wakker, Wm.H.
Finch, J. Van Dyk, HarrietWoodruff.Gustave
Ni'l!
TOWNS.
choice of the best markets. We have extensive
Mail Exp.iExp.lMlx.
Knutson,Hope College, Owners Unknown, and
cooperage works, a butter tub factory, three the City cf Holland.
a.m.|p.m.|ptm.a. m
Yon and each of you are, hereby notified that a
planing mills, a machine shop and various other
10 20! 1 3*);3 2 00 5 00
specialassessment roll for the improving,grading Holland .......
manufactories.
11 37 1 2 18! 1 15 ' 05
aud graveling of West Twelfth Street special Grand Junction
Bangor..., .......
11 57 2 30 1 35 9 20
Among tho new enterprises of this season, just street assessment districthas been reported by Beuton Harbor.
1 27 3 13 1 2 85 12 00
the Board of Assessorsto the Common Council
starting,are a creamery of largo capacity, driven of the City of Holland, and filed in this office, aud New Buffalo ......
2 35 4 05 3 55 2 35
5 43 6 40 7 00
by steam, a wagon factory, using and coutroling that the Common Council has fixed upon Tuesday, Chicago ........
p.m.|p.tn.!a.mp.m.
valuable patents, and a fanning mill factory, the 6th day of J uly, A D 1586. at 7 : J0 p. in , at
the Common Council room in said City, us the
FROM CHICAGO TO HOLLAND.
making what is claimed to be the best machine time and place, when and where they will meet
a. m. p.m ptm.iu. m.
for cleaning grain yet invented,for which the with the Board of Assessorsto review said asChicago ........
sessment.
9 00 i 30 9 55
patent rightsof the Suited States are owned here.
New Bufln'o...
By order of the Common Counci!,
11 35 5 35 12 30 7 23
Bentou Harbor
12 30 6 27 1 50,10 15
Geo 11. Sipp. City Clerk.
Five newspapers are published here, having an
forming tho hotly of

ec

Have secured

GIVE HE A TRIM.

Michigan. To the westward tho groat lake has
its broadest and deepest waters, and tho approach
to the harbor has no outside bar to obstruct its
entrance,making it accessible to shipping in all
weather. Within a channel depth of 21 feet
extends to tho city of Holland, with room inside
for all the shipping of Lake Michigan.

to

Paints

GENERAL DRAYING.

municationby water with Chicago. Milwaukee,
The hotel and landing is ou the south ride of
and all other ports on the great lakes.
the buy and oppositetho West MichiganPark.
Tho location is u beautiful oue. The grounds are
ora iuiibor.
finely shaded, the lawns green and attractive.
Its harbor is unrivalled in capacity and chanThe hotel has an inviting appearance,especially
nel depth, by any other on Lake Michigan. The
from tho bay. It has 28 rooms for guests. The
entrance is at tho bottom, and most easterly
proprietor,W. J. Scott, has contributedlargely
point of the great

ALCOTT, Prepared

I.

—

of Black Lake or Macatawa Bay, gives us com-

bay

agents

two storieshigh with an observatoryon top 48
feet in diameterfrom which there is a fine view
Per'ect Beauties!We refer to the Leon—Mover of
of lake and bay and surrounding country. The ard Hardwood Refrigerate!s. For Bale
Ottawa besides its spacious reception room, by R. Kanters & Sons. Cali and see them.
ladies parlor,diningroom,etc., has 42 rooms for
guests. A veranda 14 feet wide extends the entire length of two sides and ou the front of the
hotel with a balconyover verauda in front. The
house has been furnished throughoutin an elegant manner and is completein all its appointDetroit,
& Hargetts Railroad
ments. The expenditure this season is about
I have a quantity of good summer wood which
820,000on building and grounds, Each member
“Mackinaw Short Line"
I
will
delivercheap, urdors may be left at the
has oue building lot for cottages.Contracts for The only Direct Route between the Eari and the
Meat Market of J. Kulte.
fourteencottages have already been let. The
Upper Peninsula of Mlchigatte
hotel will be under charge of Joseph Spires, for
TIME TABLE.
EAST.
WEST.
many years proprietorof the Cutler House, READ DOWN. Taking Effect
READ IT.
Doc. ti. 1885.
Grand Haven, a popular landlord aud genial genMINERAL
tleman.

Mine

It is the geographical and commercial centre of
more than 300 square miles o! rich and densely
populated farming country, vrith railroad conuections north to Grand Haven and .Muskegon, north-

Bt.

Stars are union made. Peter
Co. Sole
/ 9-3m

&

is

Hollandwas Incorporatsd as a city in 1807 with
territorial
limits,only extendingtwo miles from
oast to west, and one mile from north to south,
including less than six hundred acres of land
available for building purposes. It is probably
the smallest city in the State on the grouud, and
for that reason the officialcensus numbers do
not representmuch more than half the popula-

Allegan,

Lucky
Steketee

......
For

sale at the

..........

drug store at H. Walsh

Will run between Unjland and Saunatuck dally, except Sunday, connecting
there with boats for Chicago.
The time of leaving Douglas U 7.00 a.
m.. Saugatuck 7.80, arriving in Holland
at 9.45 a.
Leavicg Holland at 3 p.
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“THE OLD HOMESTEAD.

The landlady’s voice sounded suddenly

“Don’t say that! In heaven’s name don’t She
say that!”

knew

she must be ill. She could not
Some Facts About Supper*.
her limbs were weak, her
The
sea-blue
eyes regarded her strangely.
Jest as atween the awk’ardline* a hand we lore
head swam. Nausea overpoweredher.
About suppets then: only those who1'
“Thank heaven you’re here, Miss Mar“Why, what is it to you?
haa penn'd
“Back to the hospital,”she said over and dme early require anything of the sort.
tello!”
Appearea meanln' hid from other oyee,
Miss Martelloarose and walked away over as she walked. “PerhapsI have done
As I believe and trust that most of my'
do, inyour elmj)lo, homespun art, old honest
Miss Martello turned ^ond looked up from the bed.
wrong. Bnt there is only one to suffer. readers are early diners, the few remarks
Yankee friend, ‘ ’
questioninely.
It was not surprising that
“Ah,
indeed,”
she
said,
having
grown
A power o’ tearful,sweet seggestion lies.
And I was strongest— the best able.”
i nave to make about the evening meal'
We see it alt— the piotur'that our mem'rioa hold the woman knew her. Everyone seemed very quiet again. “What is it to me?” She
A spring rain nad begun to fall. The
to know her.
so dearstood a moment at the window looking out, wind had risen and blew fiercely in her may not be thrown away.
The homestead In New England far away,
“'N hat is it?” she asked, forgetting her then returned to the bedside and resumed
Well, then, it is a fact, which no one
face. She staggered on in the darkness.
An the Tlsion is so nat'raMikewo almost seem lassitudefor the moment.
her seat.
would
attempt to gainsay, that the
to hear
Sometimes she heard voices; his voice,
It was quickly told. A stranger who had
The voices that were heshed but yesterday.
“ N\ hat would you like me to do for you?”
stomach must have an interval of rest
the voice of Alice XFarrington,
C1A1 AU^lUUf the words of
arrived that morning was ill, terribly ill. she asked. “Can I get you anything?"
the woman who kept the hotel.
between each meal. The period of
Ah, who'd ha’ thought the music of that distant It was a young lady, well-dressed, quite
.“No hiug! Only let me 'die.” The
childhood time
Left good-bye for you, and I was rest should be granted to it gratuitously.
Would sleep throughall the changeful,bitter pretty,and without baggage. There was beautiful face buried itself in the pillow." to ell you she guessed it would all come
It should not require to take it. But’
something strange about it. Would Miss “I don’t want to live any longer. They
years
right by’n-by, and she hoped
*
To waken into melodies like Chris’mas bells Martello take a look at the cnee, and see if told me I could live it down— bni I can’t.
mark me : it will do so if weary. If wo'
to have you visit her when she was mara-chime
it could be the fever?
might
personify the stomach, wo could
“Are
yon
quite
sure,”
Miss
Martello
spoke
ried!"
An’ to claim the ready tribute of our tears 1
Miss Martello followed up-stairs with very calmly, “are you quite sure the wife
^urpi
6 ^ 8aYmg to the owner :
She stnggered on blindly through rain
•Why, the robins In the maples an' the blackbirds aching limbs. She was more weary than would not desire a separation? Are your
I hat mid-day meal was far too heavy
and wind, and fell exhausted at the hospiround the pond,
she had realized.She took a brief survey ipligious scruples stronger thau your— tal doorway.
it was more than I could manage ; i
The crickets an’ the locusts in the leaves,
of the sick stranger, then she said aside your love for this man?"
The brook that chased the trout adown the hillSome one brought a light aud looked have worked away for four hours, and
quietly:
“0, it isn’t only myself. My family down upon her. It was the head doctor.
side just beyond,
Imve not yet completed digestion ; there
An’ the swallersin their nests beneath the
“1’erhaps if you will leave me alone with would never hear to it — never. They would
“Great God!" he cried.
eaves—
is still food here that needs to bo redisown
me.
”
And she hud only strength to murmur duced to chyme, but my jucies are exThey ^ come troopin’ back with you, dear Un- her. I can find out the trouble.”
" Jhen” — Miss Martello’svoice held a
M hen the door had closed on the other,
faintly:
pended; my nervous and muscular enAn’ they seem to sing with all the joyous rest
she sat down on the bedside and took a faint seorn— “then the only thing is for the
• !» bavo como back. You must take me
Of the days when wo were Yankee boys an’ Van- feverish hand in her own.
other woman to die, I suppose, nud leave in!”
ergies are exhausted ; I can do no more. ”
. kee girls at play,
“Are you in pain?” she asked, in a very the place vacant for you. Your religion
And what is the result? Why, that
With nary thoughtof ‘'livin’way out West l"
kind voice.
would not object to that!”
Somebody says: I know the rest. She a portion of indigestible food remains
God bless ye. Denman Thomps’n, for the good y’
“tl. I never was so wicked. I never
A pair of heavy eyelids were raised, a
Jay ill for weeks. The doctor nursed her in the stomach, or passes through the
do our hearts
pair of beautiful sea-blue eyes returned could wish for anyone to die — anyone but
buck to health and they fell in love and pylonc o],ening, unreduced to chyme,
With this music an' these memories o’ youth—
myself."
her gaze.
God bless ye for the faculty that tops all human
married. Alas, no! Such things happen fermenting and causing acidity, flatu“" ill you tell me the name of yourlover? in stories perhaps, but it was differentin
A voice of anguish— even of despairlence, eructations, and many indescribThe good ol’ Yankee faculty of Truth I
burely you see yon can trust me.”
replied to her.
this case. One night, toward the last,
—Chicago yews.
able feelings of discomfort.
His
name
is
Marshall.
Lawreuce
MarI am Butteringtorment. I think I must
when the fever had burned out and her
shall.”
But the mischiefdoes not end here,
have died and gone to
"
strength was ebbing thereafter, she asked
BEAUTY IN NATURE.
“His wife’s name was Agnes?”
for
by-and-by comes supper time. The
"Hush!" the other stopped her with a
for paper and pen and wrote these few
“Yes. How did you know? Did you ever words:
There is beau\y in the spring-time,
mistaken notion that it is the correct
gentle reproach. “Can’t I help you in
live in—”
In the budding of the dowers ;
some way? You can trust
I am— I
tiling to eat at regular times, whether
There is beauty in the bird songs
“I knew them once— a long time ago. foMho^best"* may bavo donc wrong. 1 djd it
have
been
a
nurse
for
weeks.
I
am
resthungry or not, prevails, and more food
Echoing through the leafy bowers.
iug now-off duty!” She had begun to He was good to her. Aud she — she worBeauty in the laughing streamlet,
“Agnes MARSHALL-(Mis9Martello).”
iinds its way into that unhappy stomRippling o’er its pebbly bed,
stroke the feverishhands. She ceased and shiped him. He had a fickle nature. He
They
were intended for Alice Farrington.
Beauty in the fleecy cloudlets
•
,1ei7b#d-Y knows what a ferment
left
her
alone
and
went
to
another
city.
laid her palm upon the forehead of the
I hen she fell asleep; and when morning
In the spring-time sky o’erhead.
is. Well, in eating before the stomach
girl before her, smoothing back the heavy Occasionally he came home on a visit. He came the sunlight shone upon her bed aud
There is beauty in the rain-drops
mass of auburn hair. It was no common wrote her constantly. Then * * * she found her still sleeping,— a sleep that m quite unloaded, you are mixing good
Glistening on the dripping trees,
food with that which is digesting. Can
face this before her — no common beauty! found it all out. She heard about the girl should not be broken.
Bearty in the waving flowers,
he was in love with. She cast him out of
you
wonder if a restless night follows
I he pure complexion, the perfect features,
Hut Lawrence Marshall aud Alice FarFanned by every wayward breeze
the beautiful sea-blue eyes! She felt her her heart. She knew she would never get rington were happy.
—or a night of lethargy rather than
In the rivrr’splacid bosom.
Where are mirrowod cloud and sky,
heart go out strangelyto this uuknowu o\er it— she would carry the load to her
sound sleep— that you toss and tumble,
Beauty in the song-bird scaring
gra\e; but ehe gave him up. He does not
sufferer.
or
either wake too soon, without the
Through the ether blue on high.
A Blot on American History.
Jhere is no trouble,”she resumed after know where she is now. If he told you he
capability of going to sleep again, or
In 1840 came the American war and
There is beauty in the autumn,
a moment's reflection, “no trouble so great did, he lied. * * * * She is not an
doze longer than usual, ami get up at
With its brightly-tintedleaves,
that it may not be alleviated or at least sym- unkind woman. I think she would svmpa- invasion, when the United States, with
Beauty in the few pale flow’rets
thize
with
you.
I
think
she
docs.
*
*
*
pathized with by those who have also
one fell swoop,” as it were, took from last with a heavy head and an irritable
Over which the zephyr grieves.
temper?
I wo w-rongs do not make a right. If yon
suffered."
Beauty in the snow of winter.
Mexico considerablymore than one-half
wish,
I
will
tell
Agnes
Marshall—
when
I
But stay, though; perhaps you have
White and spotless,pure and cold;
i he other -flung her hands np wildly
of all its territory — 923,835 square miles
Beauty when the wintry sunlight
an appetite for supper. Have you ?
beautiful little dimpled, childish hands. see her— that you love him more than she
out
of
a
former
total
of
1,690,317.
It
is
Casts o’er all a glow like gold.
does; that he loves you; that she will bo
“ a here is nb alleviating—no sympathiztrue that payment was tendered and "hat! despite the hearty dinner* you
ing with such trouble as mine. Only let doing a womauly part to set him free.”
Yes, there’s beauty in all nature,
discussed ? Very well; ‘if after that
Silence ensued, broken only by the sobs accepted for about one thirty-fourth
In all seasons as they fly—
me die— only let me die! I tried to die
dinner you took a good spell of exerof the other.
Beauty In the fields about us,
part
(the
Gladsden
purchase)
of
what
this morning. Ah, you might as well know
Beauty in the azure sky
“Tell her so, if you like. Tell her I did was taken, but appropriation and ac- cise in the open air, or if you had some
the truth! I drank poison and it did not
Beauty,whether Mav-duy sunshine
lengthened pleasurable excitement,
not
know. Tell her I tned— to die!"
kill;
it
onlv
drugged
mo
for
a
time!"
Floods the earth with glory bright,
such as enjoying the conversation ai\d
Or the sparkling snow or winter
So-bad-as-that?”Miss Martello
Wraps the earth in mantle white.
company of friends, then this appetite
spoke with long pauses between her words.
r after
n«dV,tcdly of yours may be a wholesome one.
I oor chfid!" she said with infinite comn on
T
passion. “IJcnow what it is to wish to die. She went down again and talked with the ^n l
But, on the other hand, if you enjoy
landlady, arranging that everything be
reason on the part of the United
I know!”
yourself doing positively nothing after
done for the comfort of the girl upstairs. states- _ It may be that what happened
I he other began to moan piteously.
dinner ; if you have never left the house,
BY LILY CURRY.
“A runaway,” she explained. “A lover’s
an inevitable outcome of the law of
If you know, yon know. I am suffering
nor breathed a gallon of pure fresh air,
q,Uf77?1’ Do tbe best you can. I think I “ie survival of the fittest, as exemplified
A pale young woman with jet-black hair I kn7®?d w* 00 f ft,n,lt. of “i116- How could I shall have to go back to the hospital.She among nations; and that the contrasts then I say ten to one your appetite is a
cut short behind her ears andVaw circles k ** v ' 1How.cou,d be decelve me B0?”
false one — a bulliviic one — born of a
may have to stay a day or two. It is noth- as seen to-day between the life energy
about her eyes, as if
ask d^s
Hlight degree of nervous irritation, not
vigils; quietly dressed in brown was walk- Lrd ’to love and fo
i
1 18
to say fever.
1 ;nardtfir
thai
mg slowly as if lost in thought! Miss Mar- Eand-and I Tost h7n
m)'
/‘Bullimic” is a technical word, I
tello was either already ill, or, ns the
The bean tiful fnr>« r. «i mi
know, and I am going to explain it.
left
7 Catlif0niita’ TemS and
doctor had predicted, “coming down” with vnlsed with
•he,p,1l0W 7™ cou' way station, where she entered the tele- °?2tl10~'and V'.e stagnant, poverty“Bullimia,”then, is an unnatural cravthe fever. That was whv they had turned ^87 r , TiT
m8tant* ItB P08' graph office and wrote a
stricken condition of the contiguous
ing for food. One may suffer from a
her out of the hospital,she said to herself, “Hut
*
„
“Alice is ill at the Willow House, this territory— Chihuahua,Sonora, Coasmiling bitterly the while She was nnnhl<>
°\er 18 not deftd—not dead!
slight attack of it now and then, or it
town. Take care of her as you would have buiift— that remained Mexican, are a
to perform h/r duUe8 Bure?e“ as
he lovedD10’Bnt
heaven judge you. A. M. will never see proof of the truth of the proverb that may become chronic, and is then known
,.id .hi, other tboaghthcanM)1forcing he waeTnotf free* o"r ",
or trouble you again. You can make the “the tools rightfullybelong to those to the professionas “bullimic dyspepthemselves upon her, in the same con- »h .7
Y
0’ (,o l! Jo th,nk of
«ia. ” The patients suffer from hunger ;
nection. The voice of the doctor who hail 1, «
Uhk,e( me ,0 be bl8 "lfe~ nud -vet
and unless they eat immediatelyafter
flo brusquely given her marching orders —
fdreatl-v~™“^,e(1! But 1 did 110t
the desire for food comes on, they get
had it been quite steady? Had not his HfvT-n How7oald 1 know? 0ff in nil0ther ight of the setting
erected at the foot of Chapnltepec, to
faint and low-spirited, and especially
hand closed npon her own with a painful I hi83 unrLT her womftn-another*ho bore
She spent the night at the hotel, sitting
of tbe 7<>ung cadets of the
complain
of a painful sense of sinking
pressure as, at the final moment, he flung Misq \fori.ii_
.
throughout the evening with the sick •a^exican Military School — mere boys
out a breathless sort of-“God bless
Ym r i
8 °»?Ped broking the
about the region of the heart and stomstranger, who wao hardly stranger now. wbo»
opposing the assault of the
no other nnrse can take vour place'” ‘She Jr *v’ cb,ldlsh hand 8iie held. Her heart
ach. The desire for food returns alAlice was the name. Alice Farrington,American columns, were faithful unto
remembered .hie parliog inal.t^id
X,
S°me
successor to Agnes Marshall iu Lawrence death to their flag and their country most immediately after a good meal
as she walked down from the hospital
a * ,
askid in “ Vo,ce that
(Dr. Guipon). i may say parentheticMartello spoke and notes the sterafy tiimplo inscription]
ward the village center, and ehe realiacd
“d almost like
ally that the most useful remedies for
her own languid state. It might be true I ‘•rTn*
“If you love so deeply, and are loved
fel1 m tbe Nortb American inva- this kind of dyspepsia are minced raw
that she was falling iU; but she felt no fear. “Tha^w^ all” A veVr hPrr°ani d feebly* return
urn,” she said, “time will bring
We.al8°.Jeca11 the comOnly if it were so, it seemed a little hard
* A y /~a lon8‘ ,on« -vear pense. True love is mightier than all else I Para^lve advantages of the contending beef, charcoal, cod-liveroil, and pepsine, with qpcasionalmild aperients if
that she should have been sent away that Jut ®d bllu’ "e were J° be married. 1 hen —even
| *^00—
n
forces— the Americans audacious, inthe system cannot be kept free by the
she should not have been permittedTore- RhmiM 'In Wa8br®u8b| nie- 1 thought I
And Alice Farrington fell asleep, faintly 8Pir^cd with continuous success,
matutinal tub, open-air exercise,and
main and reel npon a cot like other, some I^hrew
1 b°re U; comfortedat
equipped with an abundance of
^ • i, 4 ----- 7 ......
fruit eaten in the morning.
of whom were yet there, some of whom
f
w be ttoor m my
Late the follosvliig afternoon, Miss Mar- moat improved material of war,
H
bnfT
mo^6 ,morni11?’
.
had gone forth to the free air -living or At
T n.00 oneTdared come uear me.
tello in the stillness of the hotel parlor mantled bv most skilled officers
iUt reInam8
to. 8a.v that j
dead. Ah. how many hands she
1 1 g0t ?wuy_I ca^e away off here to
of a new-comer backed with
considerit a nervous affection,and tha
folded, and wished they were her
“monK strangera-0, why couldn’t I heard a voice-the voice......
newcomerioacKedwith an overflow mg treasury ; occasional
attacks of it are brought 01
..
.......... Uki.ui.110 Ul it him UJ
The sun shone brightly on the fields
„
by
errors in diet and dieting.
rnwmo
.1..
Aliss
Martello
made
no
reply.
growing green again in the mild spring , ¥!88 MartelJ° ramie no reply. She sat
The question is asked constantly ol
atmosphere, brightlyon the brown mouu- i,11^ a"ayfrom
bed. Her eyes were
the window, where she might stand look- a
by uneducated and often in- medical men: “"bat shall I take for
tain sides, brightly on the flowing river’ hxed uJ)on ,be wlndow» where the afternoon
ing out and so avoid the possibilityof her comPetent commanders; and remember supper?”
The brightness of the landscape was daz- sun 8hone yellow and tender. But her
face being
the real valor with which, under such
zhng. One glance at the clear sky was gaJe Pierced tbe 8iaa» and went far beyond
The truth is that too much belief is
A moment later, the landlady hurried in circumstances,the latter, who had reenough to blind her. She walked on with
and *** away bejond the
placed
in that usually nonsensical sayand caught her
ceived so little from their country,
drooping head, and thought of the sodless m°untara-wallB
ing, “ The system must bo supported.”
Some t,me
time jdapsed
hillside graves of yesterday aud vesterdav’s
elaPsed ere she spoke again.
again,
y0ImR lady’8 8weet- resisted the invasion and conquest of
Nervous invalids or that class of persons
yesterday. She
had grown so
a
ou» uuu
so used
usea to
to death
death I 7?.ef.etwa8
/
" Rr,5at change upon her. She
whom I called iff a former article “only
in the past month that it held no fnrther
further ie
ie “I ltt
. be™elf aud wondered if the_____
sick girl
terror. Hat IipiwIu nc i.n...
j ___ i
felt it. It sennipd im if
„ i
middlings,” are constantly engaged
terror. Her head was heavy, and her ideas Ie
11 8eelued as H -a coldnesshad
“Take him to her,” she said iu a
comparatively as were sustained
“supporting
their systems”; therefore,
seemed confused. She hardly knew what J°me, °Ter ber aml chilled ber to stone, way, which the woman was fortunatelytoo
*be Mexican forces — there is cershe meant to do. The doctor’s words re- hbe hesitated to speak. Her voice would
aud in consequence, they give themexcited to observe. “Bnt first let me go tainly n°t much of pleasure or satisfaccurred to her at
sound dispassionate, perhaps
- unsympaselves no chance to get well : their
nnd prepare her. Keep him in the office. ^on Hiat sober-minded, justice-loving
thetic.
But
at
last
she
came
to
it.
“Get but of this region as quickly ns
whole lives are spent in one continued
steam will carry you. If you want to come
The— the wife. of— your lover,” she said I can slip upstairs ahead. I do not wish citizen of the United States can or ought ferment of fever. Were they only to
t0-b,“’ .
,
to find in this part of his countrv’shisback in a week or two, all right. But I
Ilf k?" ,,bBd — d*d Bbe ^ove bim, you
reduce the diet for even a week or fort" hen she had spoken a word of counsel torv
if wp nr,»
hope the worst will be over then. Fresh i
night, and to eat and live by rule, they
cases are getting fewer eveiy
“0, I don’t know! How eonld she love
“0
would be simply astonished at the
o7niT>'
She kept on her way down toward the bira.
“3. He didn't love her— he didn’t—”
opposite. The transomswere open over ° ain? to .)e’ ,n.° tl,ne ou8b* to be lost in
vUlage center. The grteimess of Ihe fields “How
How do you know” Miss Martello in- either door. She heard his footsteps in the Prov,n8 bistory and the world our change, and would ask our editor to
thank the “Family Doctor” for his sugn
glory of the springtime’s earliest I ‘errupted in curious breathlessness “how
hall. They sounded to her, as, she fancied, n£bt
claim, by providing,by act
yellow bloom swam past her ns she walked. do ^oa know he ’didn't?”
gestions.—
Doctor, in Cassell's
footstepsof the sheriff sound to the I °/ Congress, that all those cannon which
The picket fences seemed to sway; there , “"’by how could he?” I he woman with
Magazine.
criminal who waits to be led out to death. He scattered over the plains at West
was even a suspicionof movement iu the me beautifulface and tangled locks of
She heard the door across the hall open Point, bearing the inscriptions“Vera
very plank sidewalk she trpd. She
up, leaning on her elbow ns
Men All Alike.
“Confreres” “GhunnHoi r. »»
tnougbt seriouslyabout this, as the houses Bho cried out this wondering thought and close; the glad sobbing of the other Cruz
woman,
the love-words that he was utter- "Sino del H ’
“It
is very seldom,” said the waitress,
came closer
Then she fell back weakly. “A man can- ing. Then she fell on her knees and coving. Then .b, fell on ter lfnee*ld
f’ ““ft °f
“that you meet one man differentfrom
Over the village hung a shadow that no not love two at once. And he loved me'"
ered her ears so she should
aad 8°me
of whlcb
w
aid not
a“d
8.0me ®f
bav« older insignia,
the
rest. They are all tuned to the
sun might conquer.
shadow Tbe woman with the pale face and -Deatn,"
“Death,” sue
she said, “this is death! Yet
Yet. 8b°winK
*ing that
tbat they were originally
same
key, and that key is conceit.
of the plague that swept life after smooth black hair, and dark-circled eyes, better
that only one should suffer, than (,aPtured Hy Mexican patriots from
life before it, and darkened alike the bowed her head for a moment,
that three be
Spain in their struggles for liberty; to- There isn’t a man who comes in hero
threshold of the humble and the prosper- “No,’’ she said in low acquiescence, “a
She remained kneeling so a long time, gether with every captured banner or regularlybut believes that all us girls
ous. Ihe quiet was oppressive.Scarcely man cannot love two at once. There is but
The afternoon passed and darkness came other trophy preserved in our national are ‘dead gone’ on him. Doesnit matthe spring-softroads, jme love.
* And you did not
ter how old, how poor, or how homely
Scarcely a hoof choked against an occa- know that he was married. Did he over— ^n.Yr'.,.dZevTnCan;° !“0<*<!d-mu9euni8 “;‘l1 collections,be gat ered
the man is, he still thinks that whersionnl stone. The stores were neaily d,d bo speak at all of her-of this wife 8h,
°n Cl08"18
^„'r„edg to "hd
ever he goes he leaves behind him broompqr. I he postofficehad a few serious- whora he did not love?”
BT EUOKNB FIELD.

ot her ear, like the voice of distress
aid is at hand.
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When

it

had been dark a long, long

faced loungers in the
“I have not seen him since,” the other
time, she heard the voice of the landladv. 111 *°Pu'ar bWMMG Monthly.
Miss Martello did not go in. She passed moaned. “I have not seen him since. I
“Miss Martello. Ain’t you coming
A fi77777777T~Vr
on, wuth head still drooping. The words Bball never-never see him again.”
for some supper? Ihe young folks
• ”,)'crnm<‘nt Ratcalcher.
that fell upon her ear were dull and
^Hss Mortello's face had grown slill had theirs and taken the train back to
A colored laborer in the Treasury
whiter.
city. They’re not cone half an
has the record of having killed 600
“One of the nurses from the hospital,”“Don’t sob so,” she said. “Is there-,’a
Miss Martello arose weakly and opened rodents with his bare hands He • has
said somebody, “looks pretty bad, too.” there no hope for you? Do you not think
the door. Her brain was whirling, throb, the knock of grasping the aniraol l,v
them—
tum,n8 toward tbe-the wife will separate from him le- brag. Her face was burning; her hand. | the skin behv « n the far and
jow7
imnTiJ^L’ mo'ed ^‘b some common gaily? You could mnrrv him, then ”
impulse, the men had uncovered one
“My religionforbids,”the other checked
“They are gone!” she Kneoted vagttelv. L?a”dn^
’w?1'!"8 ‘Y
-* vr WAAllikI ouo n c* CV4 VUIUU1J leo, liua
ihe raUroad station was but a short dis- Catholic!
/voTof
the young lady
ipdy left good-bye for you,
y„„, nud
and
tance beyond. She kept on toward this. that. She loves him, I suppose! T heard
t was to tell you she said sh'8 guessed it
A soli ary engine switching empty freight she had_ found
out
some
time
before
—
wuio ueiure. 1 would come all right bv’n-by, and she supply is, killing the captives as he
np and down tlje
the tracks, was
was the only
nniv hAnwi
---, r.?re’
cars up
heard 0 good many things, bull don’t sup- hoped to have yon visit her when she was proceeds. He is not entirelydependthing suggestive of life. The station was pose they were true.”
married. She said she would write to ent upon traps, however, * but often
empty; the ticket-office closed. She
on don’t know then how she looked or
•canned the time-table, and saw that no what kind of a woman she was? She you.”
catches the rats as they scamper about
“Yes?” said Miss Martello. She put up
train would leave within an hour. She
the
waste-paper rooms. The Treasury
probably was not as beautifulas you, or he her hands fed straightened her bonnet,
went to the door and looked across the never would have stopped loving her.”
employes say that he has never yet
which
had
not
been
removed.
tracks at the railroad hotel, which was also
been bitten by a rat during bis career.
“Stopped? He never loved her. He
“I think I will take a cup of tesF* she
the chief house of the town. A moment
swore to me the day I found it out. He said, “and then go up to the hospital. They Some of his victims are great, big
later she had crossed over and was enternever loved her!”
mossbacks that have defied captufe for
mav need me.”
ing the parlor. She thought she would
Miss Martellospoke up sharply; her
There
was
a
strange
scarlet
in
her
thin
years.
The ratcatcher feels secure in
rest awhile and think where to go or what
words ran togetherand were of piercing face. Her dark eyes looked unearthly.
his
government
position.— IFaaAfnato do.
5 She drank the tea in haste, and started oat.
ton

down
have
1

ingless.

.

mean-

the
hour.”
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ken-hearted women.

men come here just

I ’sposo you

think

eat. Well, they
do, but anybody toflook at them would'
think that their chief purpose was to
whisper chitchat to the waitress and
look killingly every time she passes.
And they are all alike, married or
single. If they only knew how tired it
makes us, perhaps they would quit. I
tell

you

it

to

is refreshing

when, once in a

long time, a man comes in who really
appears to have come iu for the purpose of having a meal— who piles into
the grub and seems not to mind us any’
more than if we were men. "lien,
that sort of a man strikes the place and
leaves it without any of the little flirty

tricks of the general run we girls just
do admire him, and wouldn’t mind if he

was a

_

little

Mail.

_

more

sociable.”—

Toronto
.

The highest perfection of
reason is to know that there is
finity of truth beyond its reach.

.

human
an in-

WHAT SCIENCE SATS.

Important.

When you

visit

or leave

Where Are Ton Going!

New York

City, save

OH! MY BACK
Wok

If you have pain In the hack, pa'e and fal-

The “Fearful and Wonderful” Mechanism baggage, expressage,and #3 carriage hire, and low complexion,bilious of sick headache,
. of the Human System GraphicallyPor- stop at the tirand Union Hotel, opposite eruptions on the skin, coated tonjrue, sluggish circulation, or a hacking cough, you are
trayed. .
Grand Central Depot
going into your grave If you do not take
[In the editorialcolumns of the New York An613 rooms, fitted up at a cost of one million
steps to cure yourself. If you are wise you
alyst, H. Laasing, M. D., editor, writes the foldollars, |1 and upwards per day.. European will do this by the use of Dr. Pierce’s “Goldlowing beautiful description of the laboratories
plan. Elevatoiw Ilestaurant suppliedwith the
en Medical Discovery.” compounded of the
of the human system, \Ve think we have never
best Horse cars, stages,and elevatedrail- most ofiicaclous Ingredients known to mediread a finer or more trustworthyone,)
road to all depots. Familiescan live better for
“Man is the greatest of all chemical labora- loss money at the Grand Union Hotel than at cal sciencefor giving health and strength to
the system through the medium of the liver
tories. Magnify the smallest cell of the body,
any other first-classhotel in the city.

and what

a factory is spread before the eyes,
countless chambers in which are globes of air,
masses of solid matter, globules of dying
liquid; a flash comes and the whole is consumed and needful heat is carried into every
part of the system. Electrical forces also generate and are conveyed to the brain, the muscles and the varions nerve centers.
“In another set of a million chambers we see
variousgases and vapors. By chemical action
these are changed and purified in tl\c lungs
and the skin. The blood wo often say is a
great living river. In its currentare masses
which the air in the lungs did not affect;
blocks of chalk; slabs of tartar; pieces of
bone-ash, strings of albumen; drops of molasses, and lines of alcohol. How are these

The Price

of a

_

Every strata er cold attacks that weak
aad Marly prostrates job.

WtWtm

and the blood.

“What

Blank Shot.

“We bad,” said one

of the crowd,
“one of the funniest duels I ever saw
at college. -It was a put-up job, of
course. The pistols were not loaded
with ball, but the duelists did not
know that. They stood up I ke men,
apparently, hut one of them got so
nervous he lired before the word was
given. That placed him at the mercy
of his opponent, who was a poor devil
and rather shrewd. As soon os the piswaste masses disposedof? Begin where you tol went off the individual who fired it
will in this great stream you must come to the
got utterly scared. The other stood
purifyingplaces of the system. Here all is
activity and an invisible forca reaches out in- calm and determined, and proceeded to
to the stream,seizes and carries this mass of
take leisurely
‘Don’t shoot 1’
waste into vast trenches, thence into a smaller yelled the victim ; ‘don’t shoot ! ’ ‘I
reservoir,and finally into a larger reservoir,
believe it is my turn, isn’t it?’ he asked,
which regularly dischargesits contents.
This separation of lime, uric acid, and other and turned to his seconds. ‘ Of course
waste material from the blood, without robbing it is; go ahead.’ And he again leisurely
it of a particle of the life fluid, passes human
covered his man. Hold on ! Hold on !
compreuonsion. In health this blood-purifying
processis carried on without our knowledge. I’ll give you $T)00 if you wont shoot !
The organs in which it is done are faithful * ’Tain’t enough ! ’ * For heaven’ssake
servants whoso work is silentas long as health I’ll give you $750! ’ The man with the
remains.
“People strangely wait until pain strikes a
sneered and covered him once
srvo before they will realize that they have | more. How much will you take
nerve
any trouble. They do not know that pain ‘A thousand dollars.’ ‘I’ll give it.
concerns chiefly the exterior,not tho interior, Put that cursed thing down.’ And lie
of tho body. A certain set of nerves conFrancisnect these blood-purifyingorgans with tho paid his little $1,000.”—
brain. They may not gnaw and bite as does co Chronicle.
tho toothache or a scratch, but they reguM«*ii and Women
larly,silentlyreport When these organs are
failing, these nerves indicate it by drawing Who are constantlynervous are, in nineteen
tho blood from tho face and cheek, leaving cases out of twenty, dyspeptic.Tho twentieth
the lip and oyo blanched, by sending uric case will bo found, upon investigation,to be that

am.

are your means of existence?”
Justice of a tramp who has
been brought before him. “A very good

demands the
stomach.!]

Nick and

bilious

headache, and

InvalidslteliSurgicallnstitute

BUFFAXO,

all de-

rangements of stomach and bowels, cured by
Dr. Pierce s “Pel cts’’— or anti-bilious granules. 2.’i cents a vial. No cheap boxes to
allow waste of virtues. By druggists.

Bound
Bound

in morocco —

my

lady’s

feet.

in calf— the youthful ox.

OUR FIELD OF SUCCESS.

The spider would not make a good baseball player, because it so frequently goes
out on a fly.“Hall’s Hair Renewer keens my hair in good
condition."—Mrs. S. IL Scott, Stoddard.N. H.

Auctioneershave

a

nod way of receiv-

I

Chroale Nasal Catarrh* Throat daA
Laug Dlseanro. Liver and Kldnejr
Diseases, Bladder Diseases, Diseases
qf Women* Blood Diseases and Nerv*
ona Affections,cured hero or at borne,

Brown’s Iron Bitters and was antirsly cured."
Mb. Wm. Bbat, BlandlnsviUe,
HI., nnt " I area
Brown's Imn Bitters for Kidney troubles and was
nestlf benefited. It (really relieved the pains in my

with or without seciug tho patient. Come ana
see us, or send ten cents in stamps for our
“Invalids*Guido Bookf*’ which fives

SatisfactoryEvidence.

Graham, Wholesale Druggistof AusTex., writes: “I have boon handlingDR

J. W.

WM. HALL'S BALSAM FOR THE LUNGS

R. 8. k A. P. Lacky, Patent
Attorneys, Washington, D.O.

PATENTS
FREE. AC
as to

patentability

.

acid poison into Iho smallest veins, the skin

in

my house for Coughs,

command

may

THIN PEOPLE.
“Wells’ Health Renewer” restores health, and
vigor, cures Dysp'-i'bia.MaloriB.Impotonce1,
Nervous Debility. Consumption, Wasting Diseases,
Decline. It has cured thousands,will euro you.

SPERRY
,IS

I
I

and

STRICTURES

sumw.

The treatment of many
thousands of cases of thost
diseases peculiar to

woManw

at tho Invalids' Hotel and
Hurgical Institute, has afforded large experience in adapting remedies

RECOMMENDED BY

for their euro,

and

DR* PIERCE’S

everybody everywhere who has
ever given

it

a trial.

Favorite Prescription

WILL BE FOUND
NEVER FAILING CURE FOB

TAKEN INTERNALLY,

IT

Is

the result of this vast experience.

It Is

SUDDEN COLDS, CHILLS, PAINS
IN THE STOMACH. CHAMPS*
SUMMER and BOWEL COM-

a powerful Restorative Tonle

natural giipproeeloiis*prolapsus or
falling of tho uterus* weak back,
antevorslon*retroversion* bearing*
a.
down sensations*chronic conges*
APPLIED EXTERNALLY,
Inflammation and ulceration
TT IS THE MOST EFFECTIVEAND BEST tlon*
of tho womb* Inflammation* pain
LINIMENT ON EARTH FOR CURING
and tenderness In ovaries. Internal
heat* and “female weakness.’*
SPRAINS, BRUISES, RHEUMA- It promptly relievesand euros Nansen
and weakness of Stomach* Indices*
TISM .NEURALGIA TOOTH.
tlon, Bloating* Nervous Prostratloni
ACHE, BURNS, FROSTand Sleeplessness* In either sox.
BITES, &c.

THROAT,

House.

Tho business man or tourist will find firstclass accommodations at tho low price of $2
and $3.50 per day at the Gault House, Chicago, comer Clinton and Madison streets.This
far-famed hotel is located in tho center of tho
city, only one block from tho Union Depot
Elevator;all appointments first-class
Hoyt A Gates, Proprietors.

flies,

p“hl- “00k Knt for te“ “nt*

TUMORS

PLAINTS, SORE

If vou are losing your grip on life try “Wells’
Health Renewer." ‘Goes direct to weak spots.
Great Appetizer, and aid to Digestion, giving
strengthto stomach, liver,kidneys, bowels.

clears out rate, mice, roaches,

.tamps,

DAVIS’"®*

Physicians, Ministers, Missionaries, Managers of Factories, Workshops, Plantations, Nurses in Hospitals— in short,

&c.

PRICE $1.00,
Prices, 25c, 50c, aii $1.01) per Bottle.

BED-BUGS, FLIES.
conjecture may lead, or whither creduFlies, roaches,ante, bed-bugs, water-bugs,
lity may follow. That which previously
rats. mice, sparrows, jack rabbits.gophers,
seemed innocent assumes the hue of moths,
chipmunks, cleared out by “Rough on Kata. " 15o.
guilt as soon as this uneasy tenant has
BUCHU-PAIBA.
taken possessionof the thoughts; and
Cures all Kidney Affectations,Fcalding. Irritanothing is said or done without being
subjected to the coloringsand disfigur- tions, Stone, Gravel, Catarrh of tho Bladder.$L
ations of jealousyand apprehension. \
ROUGH ON RATS

bo of the groxtoit benefit to tho afflicted.Such

Specialists. Book, post-paid, 10 cts. la stamps.

PAIN-KILLER

A

LIFE PRESERVER.

the Gault

Morbid Conditions

treated with tho greatest
Book sent
for ten cents in stamps. Address World's
DiRpaNRAiiY Mimoal Association, 068 Main
Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

HEART PAINS.
Palpitation,Dropsical Swellings, Dizziness, Indigestion, Headache, Ague, Liver and Kidney
Complaint, Sleeplessness cured by“ Wells’ Health
Benewer." Elegant Tonic for Adults or children.

nil

caused by Youthfnl Follies and PerniciousBolU
_ tarjr Practices are speedily
“ and permanently cured by our

PILE

A Most Liberal Offer!
The Voltaic Belt Co., Marshall, Midli.,

at

and

in

me anothergross."

“Put Up"

Nervona Dobllltjr.Impo*
teucy, Nocturnal Losses*

Colds, and oven

Consumption, always giving entire satifaction.
Please send

particulars.

Instructions and opinions mnnnmBnreani Rupture* or Breach, radl17 years’ experience. I n.inriinr
uu red, without the knife,
I nUrlUHL
dependenceupon
trusses, and with very little

of the most salablemedicines I have every

offer to send their celebrated Voltaic Belts
and Electric Applianceson thirty days’ trial to
of a person who is troubled with symptoms of
any man afflictedwith Nervous Debility, Loss
indigestion. Thinness,unnaturalanxiety, peev- of 'Vitality,Manhood, etc. Illustrated pamphlets in sealed envelopewith full particulars,
vishness, buzzingin the ears, a disi>oBitionto
mailed free. Write them at once.
start on tho sudden closing of a door, tremulous-

then becoming gray, yellow, or brown. They
also preventthe purification of tho blood in the
lungs, and cause pulmonary difficulties, weariness and pain. Who enjoys perfect health,
especially in this land where we burn tho canness of tho hands— more particularly of the
dle in one mass? Tho athlete breaks down in
right— show that the nerves are weak and unthe race; the editor falls at his desk; the merchant succumbs in his counting-room. These steady. Hostetler's Btomach Bitters strengthens
events should not have been unexpected for and quiets tho nerves. This effect is a speedy
nature long ago hung out her ‘lanternsof consequence of its invigorating and regulating
alarm.’ When the ‘accident’ finally comes, action upon the organs of digestion and assimiite fatal effect is seen in a hundred forms; lation. It enriches tho blood, conquersa chronic
tendency to biliousness, relieves sick and noreither as congestion, chronic weakness, as
vdus headaches,and regulates the bowels withwrong action, as variable appetite, as head out griping them. A more trustworthydefense
troubles, as palpitationand irregularities of against fever and ague does not exist, and it
tho heart, as premature decay, as dryness and subdues a tendency to rheumatism, kidney and
harshnoiH of the skin causing the hair to drop bladder derangement.Taken before retiring,it
out or turn gray, as apoplexy,as paralysis, as induces sound repose.'
general debility,blood-poisoning,
eta
“But no faitb, then, in tho wiseacre who says
Distrustthere is no danger as long as there is no pain.
Of
all
the
feelings
of the human mind
Put no faith in the physician, whoever he may
be, who says it is a mere cold or a slight indis- it is that -which is the most treacherous
position. Ho knows little, if any, more than in its workings, tho most insidiousin
you do about it Ho can neither see nor oxammo these organs, and depends entirely upon its approaches, and the least at the
of a generous temperament.
experimental teste,that you cau make ae well
as ho.
While doubt exists everything
be
“If the output is discoloredor muddy, if it
suspected,the thoughts having no deficontains albumen, lymph, crystals, sweet or
morbid matter, is red with escaped blood, or nite facts to set hounds to their wanroily with gravel, mucus, and froth, something derings; and distrust once admitted, it
is wrong, and disease and death aro not far
is impossible to say to what extent

awav.
“These organs which we have describedthus
at length, because they are really the most important ones* in tho human system, the ones in
which a large majority of human ailments originate and aro susutained, are the kidneys. They
have not been much discussed in nublic because it is conceded that tho Professionhas
little known power over them. What is wanted
for such organs is a simple medicine,which
can do no harm to tho most delicate but must

for tho post year, ami have found it one
had

all

BROWN CUEMIOALOO., UALT1MOHK. HD.

’

tin,

Ntrengthens the Alnacles,
steadies the Nerves*
Enriches the Blood* Gives Now Vigor.
Mm Loot Rat, Ottawa, 111., mjs: mI •ufTerod
grrwitl/withp&ln in njr hft*d,lameosu in W side
and bask. Icould scarcely Isavs my room. I used

Miss Neluk Noblx, Vandalla,Mich.. says: "I
have used Brown’s Iron Bitters for (snsral debility
and a weak back, and always derived much relief.'*
Genuine has above Trade Mark and croesed red lines
on wrappor.eTake no other. Made only by »

ing bids.

!

"ST-

Orgaolzed with a fall BUfT of elghtota
Experienced and Bklllfnl Physicians
and Bnrgeons for the treatment of
all Chromic Dlsoaaos*

Ayer’s Ague Cure is a purely vegetablecorapouud, and is free from dangerous drugs.

‘

KT-

ants) bed-

For Sale

by all

Sold by
ah Si

Medicine Dealers.

«"Beware of

Druggists everywhere. Send

«n cents In stamps for Dr. Pierce's large
realise on Diseases of Women, Illustrated.
Trc

Imitations.
World’s Dispensary Medical Association,

063 Main

BUFFALO, B.T.

Street,

SICK-HEADACHE,
Billons Hemdseko*

®3°o^f REWARD

Dlulness* Goustlpo*
tlon. Indigestion,
and Billons At^cko,
promptly cured hr Dr.
Pleree’s Pleaeant

vcilvene

After the most exhaustive practicaltests bugs, vermin, water-bugs,skunks. 15c.
to any person that can furnish an
a remedy, tried and proved by many thouin hospitalsand elsewhere, the gold medal
Automatic SwInKing Straw Sticker
Purgative Pellets, 26
sands all over the world, is Warners safe
“Rough
on
Coms"
harder
softcoms,
bunions.
15o
that
cm do better work than the
r'-ntia vial, bv Dnurgists.
euro. With those in whom disease is deep- and certificateof highest merit were awarded
IMPERIAL STACKER
seated it is tho only specifia For those in to St. Jacobs Oil. as the best pain-curing “Rough on Toothache.” Instant relief.15a
that we tire building. Send for
whom tho seeds are sown and the beginning remedy, at the Calcutta InternationalExhicircular and pries Hit which will
of illnessstarted it is an unfailing reliance. It
Five dollars can be saved every year In
bition.
be mulled free. All »rs war- ITEW ENGLAND CONSERVATORY
may be recommended to the well to prevent
boots and shoes by using Lyon’s Heel Stif- ranted to do good work or no Bale.
li0F MUSIC Boston,
Van Dif.man’s Land.Uio largest island feners; cost only 25c.
sickness and to tho sick to prevent
NEWARK MACHINE CO., Columbu,,0. THE LARGEST and BIST EQUIPPED In U*
death. With its aid tho great filteringengines I to the south of Australia, is rapidly beWO R L D - loo Initrurtnr*.JWU Htudftilibut J**r. Thorof the system keep on in thoir Bilent work
for the quailty an(l 'extent
If afflicted with Sore Byes, use Dr. Isaac
A Skta of Beaatr Is a Joy Forever.
oniih InMructlonln Vocaland Inrtrumtntal Muiw.Plabotad
without interruption ; without i they get out , .. *
____
Thompson's Eye Water. Druggistssollit 25c.
Oryan
Tuninr, Fin* Arli.Oralorv. Literature,rr*nch, GerDR. T. FELIX OOVRAVVB
man and lullin Uniita***,Eafllih Branrhn.Gymnartlc*.
of gear, and then disease and death open the of its tin supplies. Four years ago the
Oriental
Cream
or
Magical
Beautifier
He.
Tuition,
|I to |3i hoard and room with Steam Ilratand
value of its exports of tin or ore was
door and cross tho threshold.” *
Tn* Frazer Axle Grease Is bettor and
Remove* Tan,
buch writing ought not only to please hot to $35,000, while last year they amounted cheaper than any other at double the price.
Pimple*, Freecarry conviction that what Editor Lassiug, M.
klev, Moth-pat* add re**, E. TOUKJEE,Dlr.,yraaklln ftp, BOSTON,Mare.
to nearly $1,500,000. A tin mountain
chca, lUhh and
D.,— so high an authority—says is true, and
3 months’ treatment for 59o. Plso's RemKkin (liicuni,
that his counsel is worthy the attentionand on the west coast produces about twen- edy for Catarrh.Sold by druggists.
and every bleheed of all prudent, right-mindedpeople.
ty-five percent, of tin; but the existnilah on Iteautv. and defle*
ence of solid seams of the metal, travdetecUon. It
Teaching Deaf-Mutes to Read.
haH aloud the
ersing the mountain several feet in
teat of thirty
Instructionis conveyed to deaf-mutes depth and width, has been demonA DAY mads with a Gem City Goa*
year*, and u no
in most instances by the use of sign strated. Some nuggets weighing sevhannliaa wo
Uuation Wire and Slat F.uce Machine,
taato it to l»e
tin* ehoapeat and beat Fence mods.
language, or the manual alphabet. The eral hundred weight each have been
aiire tho prepEvery farmer need* on*.
aration ia propfoundation maxim of the methods used found, yielding nearly cent, per cent,
The Adjnatsble Reclining ChUr
erly maile. AcSwing In claimed to be auponor to any
is “first ideas, then words. ” The mind
cept no counof pure metal.
In market. A child four year* old caa
terfeit of simimust be roused to activity, and, as the
•wlmr without puahlngor a rope to pull by. Hatlslar namti. The
dlatlnguiahed fscttsp " tnrenrF-foundations of knowledgewhich other
Prof. Grothe, Brooklyn Board of Health,
Dr. L. A. Hayre > teed nr money
children acquire by the aid of hearing says Bod Star Cough Cure is free from onia aid to a lady of the knut ton (a patient), "Aa you IrnUet I ef muled.
For clrculara
will tine them, ! recommend ‘Uuuraud’* Cream' at the
I’ates,
and
highly
efficacious.
Twenty-five
are here wanting, progress is, of
leant harmful of all Skin preparation*." One bottle nn l price-liat adMailing Specific for Li?er Disaasa.
will laat alx months, nainK it every day. Alao Pomlre dreiui
course, very slow at first. Usually, in- cents.
Subtile remove* auperfluona hair without Injury to
To burn one pound of pure Carbon
struction is begun by the word method,
the akiu. FEUD. T. HOPKINS. Manager. A8 Bond Ht., CARR & CO.
words being connected with the objects requires twelve pounds of air, or 15H
white or covered with h brown fur; pain In
the buck, sides, or Joints— often mistaken
Beware of boae Imitation*,
ward for arrest
they represent. For instance, the child cubic feet, at ordinary temperature. If
for Rheumatism; sour stomach; loss of
and proof of any ous sailing
is shown some common object, or a we take dry wood as being one-half
appetite; sometimesnausea and waterbrash, or indigestion ; flatulency and acid
picture of an animal, and the printed carbon, and estimate *200 feet, or fifteen
eructations; bowels alternatelycostive
name of the object or animal is shown pounds of air, as needed for quick comand lax; headache; loss of memory, with
a painful sensation of having failed to do
him at the same time. He is thus bustion, we find that in a room 25x100something which ought to have been done
taught to connect names with their ob- xlfi feet, containing40,000 cubic feet, a
debility; low spirits; i\ thick, yellow apjects, and to recognize printed words. fire will begin to be checked after burnpearance of the skin and eves; a dry
fever; restlessness: the urine Is
When a few words have been learned, ing only 200 pounds of wood, and that cough;
scanty and high colored, and, If allowed to
sentences are framed, and the child is the oxygen of the air will be absolutestand, depositsa sediment.
taught to recognize these as units em- ly consumed in burning about 500
bodying a complete idea. The printed pounds. This would be equivalentto
SIMMONS LIVER
Mohlt, Quiekiy and ft*aln|«ss*
(PURELY VEGETABLE) *
and the sign alphabets are taught to- burning a hole in the fioor (one inch
ly cured t home Correspondence
Noddled tkiu\ free trial ot curvMDt
Is
generally
used
In
the
South
to
arous#
gether, and, when these are mastered, thick) of only eight to thirteen feet
hone* Juvettlsatori.The Hpmamb
the Torpid Liver to a healthy action.
Itxasor Conraar. Lafayette,Ind.
instruction in spelling is not difficult. square (since dry wood weighs about
It sets with extraordinaryefflucy ca ths
LIST OF DISEASES
After names of objects, their obvious I three pounds per foot, B. M.). These
ALWAYS CURABLE BY UHTNO
properties, with numerals and verbs of facts emphasize the importance of premall. BtowellACo*
Maga.
action, are next taught. The adjectives venting the access of air, of haying
|
and
first brought forward are those of size | cut-offs wherever available to limit
AN EFFECTUAL IPECinC F0I
and color, then prepositiqns of lo- draughts, of limiting the cubical con- Malaria, Bowel Complaints,
cality. The simple tenses are exempli- tents of rooms or buildings, and of
Dyspepsia, Hick Headache,
Whe^Tia^ur* i do nui mean manly to iylEJm to'
a Urn* aad tfU. bar. them Mora agMa. I j^rea a rejtConstipation,BUicnsness,
fied by calling attention to a series of tight-shutting windows and doors.
Jaundice,
Kidney Affections,
actions. Much use is made of contrast
Colie.
Mental Depression,
ly to ore.
worn eaa*a. dmoon mo*™
remedy
rere th* wort!
“A Great Strike.”
of ideas. A child of ten or twelve
Endorsed by the use of 7 Millions of Bottles, as
years of age, if possessed of ordinary
Among the 150 kinds of Cloth Bound Dollar
THE BEST FAMILY MEDICINE
op ivnuiL
OP HUMAE PUSH,
^IddrereDr! B. O. HOOT, iurreriai.,X*wT«k
intelligence, can usually, at the end of Volumes given away by the Bochester (N. Y.)
for Children,for Adults,and for the Aged.
a year, eonstrnct for himself simple
Scratches* \
Rheumatism,
American Rural Home for every |1 subscripONLY GENUINE
Buns and Scalds, Sores aad Galls*
sentences about every-day affairs.DurSpavla, Cracks*
Brings aad Bites,
ing the first two or three years text- tion to that great 8-pagc,48-col, 16-year-old has our Z Stamp ia red on bunt of Wrapper.
Screw Worm, Grab*
Cats and B raises,
books prepared especially for deaf- weekly (all 5x7 inches, from 300 to 900 pages,
J. H. Zeilin & Co., Philadelphia, Pa.,
JDIBILIT! PIliUAv DKCll
Bpralna Be Stitches, Foot Hot, Hoof All*
mutes are used, after that any textA Life Experience. Remarkableand
sols raoraiBTOM. Price, Bl.OO.
bound in cloth) are:
^
Contracted Mescles* Lameness,
books will serve.*— Infer Ocean.
quick cores. Trial Packages. ConsultaSwlnny, Foanders, %
Law Without Lawyers, Danelson’s (Medical)
tion and Hooka by Blall FREE. Address
Family
Cyclopedia,
Counielor.
Sprains, Strains,
141b seems hardly worth the llvlnjrto-day
Farm Cyclopedia,Boys' Useful Pastimes,
Dr. WARD dt CO.* Loultlank,Mo.
to many a tifed, unhappy, discouraged wom- Fanners' and Stock- Five Years Before the
Eruptions,
Sore Feet*
Your Newadealer for THE CHICAGO
an who Is suffering Irom chronic female
LEDGER,
the
Best
Stobx
Tapes
Stiffness,
Brest Bites*
Plso’a lUroedrft/r Catarrh |* the
breeders'
.

Mass.

min ^

.

__

i

$10 to

$20
•

--

I

___________

SYMPTOMS:

;

REGULATOR

>

KKiSTHML

tiver, kidneys,

^

_

Bowels.

MEXICAN

MUSTANG

(

CURE FITS!
*i

LINIMENT.

•

•

Guide,

ASK

Mast,

weakness for which she has been able to find Common Sense ia Poul- People's His. of United
no relief. But there Is a certain cure for all
try
AST A
the painful complaints to which the weaker World Cyclopedia, Universal History of
sex Is liable. We refer to Dr. Pierce's "Fa- What Every One Should All Nations,
Popular His Jjjhril War
vorlte Prescription,”to tho virtuesof which
(both sides)'.
thousands of women can testify. As a tonio
Any one book and paper one year, postand nervine It Is unsurpassed. All druggists.
paid, for $1.15! Satisfaction guaranteed. RefShe— “What a man you are to come to a
decision? Don’t you know your own mind?” erence: Hon. C. IL Parsons,Mayor of RochHo— “No, dear, I don’t believe I do; not ester. Samples, 2c. Rural Homo Co., Ltd.

Yard,

States,

•

in the

Thim?¥\

country. Read it

and

by sight.”

Rochester,N.

Y.

|
Best.

externaldlsesae*, and every hurt or seddast.

THE BIST OF ALL

^

FACE, HANDS, FEET.

ssssassfe

LINIMENTS O.N.T7.
la

-s'

3

Easiest t? Use, and Cheapest.

CATARRH

Fog isnsrainss la family, stabte and stockyard. It Is

Know,

wen

all

Me-’, women, boy* and girls

Ufa paper.

1
NO.W-R#

Church Items with the

Services for

To-morrow.
First Reformed Church, services at
9:80 a. m., and 2 p. m. Sunday School
8:30. Weekly prayer meeting with the
Third Reformed Church, on Thursday,

We Defy

CempetitioB

We Have Moved

and wish to announcd that wo have a largo
and carefullyselectedstock of

to our

at 7:80.

Hope Reformed Church— Services at

MEN'S and BOYS

m

10:30 a. m. , and 7 :80 p.
Sunday school
at 12 m. Young People’s meeting at 0:80.
Rev. Thomas Walker Jones, Pastor.
Congregationalsinging. Opening anthems
by the choir. Weekly praise and prayermeeting Thursday at 7:80 p.
All
are welcome.

CLOTHING

m.

Third Reformed Church— Rev. D.
liroek. Pastor. Services at 9 :30 a. m., and
2 p.
Sunday School at 3:45 p. m.
Prayer meeting, Thursday evening at 7:30.
Subjects: Morning, “The realities of the
sanctuary.” Afternoon, “Christian education. In the evening Rev. J. Meulen-

terns put

dyk, of Fremont Center, Mich.,

Store.

New

Store two doore west of the

Post Office, where we have added
to our stock

!

Boots, Shoes,

mto Ready-Made

an especially large and stylishline of

Clothing can he found at our

will

Ladies'
Gents' Shoes.
&

preach in English.
First Church, Rev. E. Bos, Pastor.Servlces at 9:30 a. m., and 2:00 p. m. Sunday school at 3:45. Subjects: Morning,

WORN GOODS

NO SHOP

“Communion services.”Evening, Praver

POWDER

meeting.

Holland Christian Refk Church— Services at 9:30 a. m., 2:00 and 7 p. m.

Coll and See Us and Learn

Our Prices.

New Goods and

All

VAN DUREN BROS.,

Absolutely Pure.

Men.”

$100Q

*

Grace Episcopal Church— Rev. George
8. Ayres, Rector. Divine Service every
alternate Sunday, 1st, 3rd and 5th. Morning Service at 10.30; Evening Service at
7.30; Sunday School at 12
Holy
Communion at 10.30 a. m., and Children’s
Service at 3.15 p. m. on the first Sunday

forfeit

Tbe Popular Boot and bboe Dealers.

fALL AND SEE
n

n

,

/

US.

Holland. Mich., June

FILLMORE BIRD.
1886.
n^m.

Holland. Micb., April 15.

1886.

9,

New

19-tf.

Stove

PHOENIX

Otto Breyman Cheap Cash

HAVANA FILLER.

IF NOT

Will give you a

of the Latest Stales.

MethodistEpiscopalChurch-Rev. H. D
Jordan, Pastor. Services at 10:30 a. m.
This powder never varies. A marvel of purity,
and 7:30 p.m. Sunday school at 12 m!
strengthand wholesomeness. More economical
Class-meetingat close of morning service, than the ordinarykinds, and cannot be sold in
and at 7 p. m. Teachers meeting Friday competition with the mnlutnde of low test, short
weight alnm or phosphate powders. Sold only in
at 7:30 p. m. Prayer-meeting Thursday
cans. Royal Baking Powdib Co., 106 Wall-st,
evening at 7 :30 p.m. All the seats are free. New York.
89-48w
Subjects:Morning, “Methodism from
a Presbyterian standpoint.” Evening
‘•Fishing for

THAT

ETC. ETC.

The Choicest and Best Pat-

m.

of

Store

!

For your

-dealer in-

,.oTieoM:fd„1,V

He store sod
piocK of poods of M. Jonknian. on River .trpor
oppoBlte the Phoenix Planing Mill, and will hero'
after co, ,dact U» bn.tae,,. rfch.sklSr^IreSk

S

Jewelry, Watches,

m.

Old Stove.

Crockery,

' DIAMONDS,

of each month. All are Invited to attend.
Strangers especially welcome. “O Worship the Lord in the Beauty of Holiness,”
Xb# UtMJ.

Flour and Feed,

Silnmn, Plitidiare,atd fastr Goaii,

and Glassware,
Gold and Silver Watches at Reasonable Prices.

Saved his

D

Mr. D..I. Wilcoxson, of Horse Cave,
Kj;, says he was, for many years, badly

I

A GENTLEMAN’S SMOKE
I'OH. S CB3VTB.

rasassrisMi-.-; A. B.

preieated and will be ast«D.
rtrelj- advsrtiied la every town for live dealer* who wtfl
appreciateita Barit* and path It aooordin«lj.
Address

ai

also

keep on hand a large assortmentof

SPECTACLES

Goods will be delivered to
any part of the city free of

_

FULL LINE OF GOLD PENS.
order.

BITOT

BEOS, Sole Agents,

CHICAGO.

XUES'X’.AJCXj AST

H. WALSH'S.

All

the Goods are warranted

Give me a Call.

to be just as represented.
I am prepared to do repairirgand en
graving promptly and in the best manner
Come and examine our stock. No

Hoixakd. Mich.. July

Van Pntten & Sons

O.

Holland, Mich., May

-

BREYMAN.

12,

1884.

no

r,

RUNNINO^)

>THE liqht

A Good Clean

Dry Goods,

WOOleilS
sand Bladder, Exposure and impru- 1
denwof Life. No person can take these
Blttera accordingto instructions,and remain long unwell, provided their bones
are not destroyed by mineral poison or

& COttOHS,
’

Table Linens,

| -

A pure and reliable medicine-A

pound

4t.‘ I

and

bcrriei,“ Bardock Blood Bitters.They

k?dneyi

^

1161 of

blood’ llver

-

|

aDd

Spring Styles of Hats

A

Full Stock

Bangs, Druggists, Holland, Mich. 6-ly

of Groceries.

G.

VAN PUTTEN & SONS.

Holland, Mich., April

& Co.

^

10,

1886.

smt

Sale at Peter Ste— ------ 9-3m

for

An Enterprising Firm.

Graataat iadaoamraU trmoi.
ferod. Now's yoar tin* to ret np
ordenfor oar oelebr&todTerr

H. Walsh can always be relied upon
not only to carry in stock the bestof drugs
hut have secured the agency for Dr. Pete’s
85-cent Cough cure, which they warrant.

consumption.

THAN EVER BEFORE!

1 roiP* that will cure vou

CHARGE.

“,.mi'a,ionsrF io

77

city.

to the Rjev.

New York

I

This great remedy

miwiouary in Sooth

uj

Joseph T. Inman, Station fi6 1
26-iy

-itt
We

1

Bucklen’iArnica Silva.

all

will

or

Mich. A
|

K? ud‘vTr it08 ^entS P61, ^ox- To prove
eaie by H. Walsh, Holland, and
De Kruif, Zeeland.
’

Hats Trimmed
wil

-----

-----

—

„

1B uu.

Wc

derstood, as a matter of course, that the
necessary material is to be bought at our
place that day. We make this offer in
order to Induce people to come In the
early part of the week; Friday and SaturrriaaJ aDa oatur- 1
I

u‘

““

enstomers.

L.

&

.

S.

Van deh

---- bS."
.

tv

ur

I i/miia
III KllllO
vi

11111

SofflB

Seiin Matle

AT

Co.

-ORANQE, MASS.-

-

Honest Prices!

E5QHQV

in the city, always on band.

STOVES

IN

. .

_

50-6

NO.

NGI

I

16-tf. L.&S.VAKDKfBEBGE.

Holland,* Mich., March

HEROLD.

20,

1886.

HAVING BEEN LICENSED TO DO

MONUMENTS, PLUMBING And Secure Bargain
connection with the Holland City Water
we are ready to make

I EST

i

1

present

All kinds of Building

THE PAINT TRADE

Work

I

Work,

MATES

for

putting In

WATEB PIPES
for all

Second-Hand Good

parties desiring the same.

made to order.
Will

Cemetery
' .

of all

Work

up residences for

Hot and Cold Water!
and put In

kinds neatly executed.

fit

BATH TUBS, WASH STANDS,
Ail

’

Ostrich

will sell cheap.

GRANITE AND M1RSIE

Of every description
bought and sold by

Etc.

kinds of

a 8tock of

DRUGS and MEDICINES All Work Warranted
1

Which he

EIGHTH STREET.

46,

E.

R.1T.DCMERELL,
—
—

b,vc ^

CROWD

m

of these Paints
the paint put on Duiii
four y®418 afi° has given

at

Second-Hand

BEST Shfo SHOE

Meyer, Broiler k Co.

t*1111

Beboe.

— „

Has a large number of

30Unl«i8juare,N.Y.Clilem),IIL 8t. Louis, Ho.
A., ants, 6a.. DaflM,Ttx. San Franclico, Cal.

,he

While w- are

wf BtbtKJUi;?UW"
a large assortment of Flowers,
Tips, and Ponpons.
--

New

Bosman

HEROLD'S

rtHFECT SATISFACTION Honest Goods

in

Free. ENTIRE SATISFACTION.
6<

-

*

make prices on Oils

that will astonish you.

Itisi mnii

ror

AT

A. B.

SEWING-MACHINE E.
HAS NO EQUAL.

ekin eruptiona, and positive*

iy cures Piles, or no pay required.
guaranteedto give perfect satisfaction,

we

-

dealer in

buy the
Come, and

!

Furniture, Wall Paper, Repairing promptly and
CARPETS. ETC.
neatly done.
Holland,
Michigan.

18.4t

.ni°i ^ wh?Iare aufferin£ from the errors
nna indiscretionsof youth, nervous weak
ness, earlv decay, losa of manhood, &c., 1

OF

fashion.

With Us!

Trade

DEALERS

A Card.

^

low figures.

any time.

F1BST-CLASS TOILET WATEB TOB SALE

This never fails. Sold by Kremers &

Lucky Star Cigar

and put them in at very

HAIRDRESSING A SPECIALTY.

and White Goods.

.

Kin*c’ aDd Scratches of
every kind cured in 80 minutes by Wooltods Sanitary Lotion. Use no other.

ketee

every kind of a stovi

and Towels.

Buttons, Embroideries,Laces

com-

extract of roots, leaves, barks

Sliaye>

fit

Ladles hair cleaned and dressed in the latest

_

being

mediC8

To

'

Bach

Hosiery and Underwear.

than any other medicine known, and have
already acquired a great celebrity,

brrtooT^

a

A Scientific Hairent. or
Invigorating Shampoo

ney

Bold

Fire

-

you can get

at

0^ffan, wasted

AT

iky' "’KRKMA:i'

BlUy'S TONSORIAL PARIORS
Have on band their Spring Stock of

Dress Goods,

,n<*

23.

trouble to show Goods.

Million Dollars.

G.

Will supply

charge.

rr

Fifth Avenue,

Millions of dollarswould be saved ao»
Dually by the invalids,of every community, if, instead of calling in a physician for
every ailment, they were all wise enough
to put their tru«t In Golden Seal BitteFs, |
» certain cnre for all diaeaaea arlaine from

K?er ?eJDB’

Bosman

all

and a
TMi Cigar viU prove

Star Cigar is clear Havanna
. 61,inS9-3m

A

Q S
new ones.

pains were almost unendurable and would
Sometimes almost throw him into convulsions. He tried Electric Bitters and got
relief from first bottle and after taking
six bottles, was entirely cured, and had
gained in flesh eighteen pounds. Says he
positively believes he would have died,
had t not been for the relief afforded by
Electric Bitters. Sold at fifty cents a bottle by H. Walsh.

_

R

evpr.diaplayed in this city.

afflicted with Phthisic, also Diabetes; the

Lucky

HffCwfaidfatoMelis,

The largest assortment of
Tj I A. Ivl O INT
I IST

Life.

to

«>«.
buii uujtime*. <y

^

to Cisterns and Drive Wells

, > give Satisfaction.

^

pat in and repaired.

Give ns a call.

kremers a bangs,

Hollanfl,Mich.. May 7th,

-----

R. N.D*

Holukd, Mich., Aug.

25,

MERELL,

1885.

80-ly

VAN LANDEGEND A KERKHOF,
Holuuid, Mich., June

19,

1885.

)

A. B.

Bosmai

